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INTRODUCTION

In the history of philosophy, there has been a great deal

written on the subject of dialectic. It is by no means pos-

sible to cover every usage and application of the concept.

An adequate treatment of this alone would require a book

length development. Even then, the justification and grounds

for dialectic would have to be ignored.

Another approach, therefore, has to be chosen. Instead

of a presentation of an historical survey or account of dia-

lectic, a particular thesis has been adopted by the writer.

Generally, the theory that is developed in this treatise is

as follows: (a) dialectic refers to a set of principles and

processes found in inquiry; (b) the principles and processes

grow out of a set of environmental factors, and (c) the pro-

cess of inquiry is exhibited in certain types of recorded

conversations. The general task, then, of this thesis is to

study first, the grounds or basis for inquiry; secondly, to

examine an actual process of inquiry; and finally, to state

the principal characteristics of the process.

The writer soon discovered thati of all the material

written on the subject of dialectic, very little of it was

concerned with epistomological problems involved in dialectic.

Little of the available material has been usable. The writer



has been forced to ignore many treatments of dialectic be-

cause they were not relevant to the problems to which he had

assigned himself.

In the first three sections of the thesis, a general

survey of human and social phenomena is scrutinized. Many

problems arise which cannot be resolved in the space allotted.

The problems are not ignored, in the sense that the writer is

unaware of them. They are, rather, "sacrificed" for the sake

of business at hand. At other times, the writer makes an

assumption of his own and proceeds. However, problems felt

to be crucial to the thesis being developed in this treatise,

are discussed in detail.

The same thing is true in the last half of this treatise.

In particular, the problem of Plato 1 s theory of Forms is left

unresolved. That is to say, the writer does not adequately

treat the subject. Plato's Forms are not the concern of

this thesis. However, an assumption is made by the writer

and the assumption, moreover, is not generally accepted by

most philosophers. A detailed justification for the writer's

position is not given. It would take too much time and space,

and would not contribute to an explication of dialectic.

In summary, this thesis is concerned with dialectic as

a method of inquiry. I>aterial not directly related to the

process of inquiry lies outside of the scope of this study.



THE PURPOSE OR FUNCTION OF PHILOSOPHY

Every school and perhaps every philosopher implicitly or

explicitly holds its or his own views as to the goal of philo-

sophy. This goal is intimately bound up with the world view

held by each school or philosopher. The variety of goals is

as impressive as it is complex and intricate. Obviously, we

cannot concern ourselves with these to any great extent, nor

can we try to achieve in this treatise a synthesis upon which

all will agree. What we can do is to state, in a very general

way, a general function of philosophy. This will introduce us

to a number of topics directly relevant to dialectic.

With this in mind, let us turn to a few remarks by Ber-

trand Russell:

Philosophy arises from an unusually obstinate at-
tempt to arrive at real knowledge. What passes for
knowledge in ordinary life suffers from three defects:
it is cocksure, vague, and self-contradictory. The
first step towards philosophy consists in becoming
aware of these defects not in order to rest content
with a lazy skepticism but in order to substitute an

amended kind of knowledge which will be tentative,
precise, and self-consistent.

The philosophers work is, so to speak, at the
second remove from crude fact. Science tries to col-
lect facts into bundles by means of scientific laws;

these laws, rather than the original facts are the
raw material of philosophy. Philosophy involves a

criticism of scientific knowledge, not from a point
of view ultimately different from that of science,
but from a point of view less concerned with details
and more concerned with the harmony of the whole
body of special sciences.

1

Bertrand Russell, Philosophy , pp. 1-2,



Russell apparently is suggesting two areas of philosophic in-

quiry; the area of knowledge concerned with social, moral and

ethical problems, and the area known as "science" which is con-

cerned with problems in chemistry, physics, etcetera.

Knowledge in the first area "suffers three defects," he

relates; "it is cocksure, vague, and self-contradictory." This

kind of knowledge presumably consists of 'com&on sense 1 judgments

of ordinary people. "Scientific" knowledge, for Russell, would

not be guilty of the gross errors found in the first area and

one would suppose that for him there is a qualitative difference

between the two areas—if not a definite cleavage.

It will be granted that common sense judgments differ from

scientific judgments; however, the writer will argue that the

two are difficult to distinguish—especially when they become

the subject matter of philosophical inquiry. V.ith this quali-

fication, we might reformulate "the philosopher's work" as a

natural movement from the "cocksure, vague, and self-contra-

dictory" to a more rigorous and meaningful statement of things,

to a "tentative, precise, and self-consistent" statement. The

philosopher is "at second remove from crude fact," his "raw

material" being the "laws of science" and judgments of common

sense, his activity the examination and interpretation of these

two factors. He takes neither a "common sense" view of the

world nor a "scientific" view, but a philosophical view which,

in Russell's words, "is less concerned with details and more
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concerned with the harmony of the whole body of science."

If we accept this as a statement of what philosophy aims

to do, we are still ignorant of the process or means to that

end. This, then, brings us to the scope of this inquiry; to

attempt an explanation of the process which results in compre-

hensive understanding of facts, phenomena, or things.

An inquiry of this kind should inevitably consider and ac-

count for the role of modern logic in understanding. Unfortun-

ately, this lies outside the bounds of our study. Here we are

concerned with an area that one might call pre-formal or extra-

scientific. That is, we are concerned with an area where a

•loose 1 variety of logic is used, as opposed to a rigorous

system of logic where the propositions must be relatively simple

in order that the particular logical calculus may work. e

are supposing that if a rigorous logic aids inquiry, it does so

in the later stages of the process of understanding.

We are concerned here with the early stages of the process.

To clarify what is meant by 'stages' we might chart them as

follows:

(1) The realm of the "unknown" i.e . the unstated, undescribed,

the vague or ambiguous, and what might be called inadequate de-

scriptions.

2
This is not to suggest that philosophy is "unscientific"-

if this term is to mean the contradiction of "exact," "true,"
etcetera. We do imply by this statement that there exists a

difference between philosophical ends and scientific ends.
The activities of inquiry, on the other hand, are seen to be
similar.



(2) The realm of dialectic, of the act of examining, de-

3
scribing and interpreting the unknown and the vague. J

(3) The realm of the written treatise, the written state-

ment that we find in essays, papers, and books.

It is proposed that there exists a movement from the ne-

bulous area of impressions and vague ideas in area (1) to area

(2), where the act of inquiry occurs, to the product of (2),

which consists of a new statement of a problem: the statement

being, in Russell's terms, "tentative, precise, and self-con-

sistent." The product of (2) becomes the content of area (3).

The movement might be diagrammed in this manner:

3
John Dewey* s classic "five phases of thought" present a

view that can be included within stages (1) and the conclusion
of stage (2). His description, it is proposed, represents a

more static, fixed statement of the progression of thought in
which the actual process involved in inquiry is obscured, but
a dialectic process is implied in his description. He writes:
"In between, as states of thinking, are (1) suggestions , in
which the mind leaps forward to a possible solution; (2) and
intellectualization of the difficulty or perplexity that has
been felt ... into a problem to be solved, a question for
which the answer must be sought; (3) the use of one suggestion
after another as leading idea, or hypothesis , to initiate and
guide observation and other operations in collection of factual
material; (4) the mental elaboration of the idea or supposition
as an idea or supposition ... ; and (5) testing the hypothesis
by overt or imaginative action." (John Dewey, How <Ve Think ,

p. 107.)
This thesis does not reject Dewey's "five phases," but

translates them, so to speak, into the activity of inquiry and
clarifies the nature of the actual process.



(1) Heaibvof unknown and of the
inadeaiHte

(2) Rc-Hp of dialectic

Product \>T (1) ind (2),
he reel a of the] written

The hypothetical point in the center of the circle might

represent a value of truth or "impulse to insight." It is be-

cause of this value that movement from the outer circle to the

inner circle is possible: This value supplies the motivation

for any inquiry. Socrates' "lovers of opinion" might be thought

of as those people who inhabit a no-man's land in between (1)

and (2). They are static and fixed in their positions because

of the absence of the impulse which leads to critical scrutiny

of the beliefs they have.

This thesis would, like most written material, fall into

the third realm or area. Its object of study is primarily
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area (2) and the relationships it may have with areas (1) and

(3). That is to say, this thesis represents the product of an

inquiry; not all of the elements, thoughts, and ideas involved

in its development are included. Moreover, most written trea-

tises are eliminated as potential materials, for in them the

process of inquiry cannot be observed. "hat, then, remains to

be studied?

One answer to this question constitutes the purpose and

task of this thesis: It will be the argument of this treatise

first, that in area (2) there exists a process which expedites

and promotes discovery or insight. Second, that there are in

existence, written works which do exhibit the thinking process;

for example, the dialogues of Plato. Finally, that inquiry

proceeds dialectically and that cognizance of the principles

found in dialectic can lead to discovery or to the solution of

problems.

Plato's dialogues have been selected for two reasons: He

has tried to recreate and dramatize in them actual arguments in

which his teacher, Socrates, participated. Also, he utilized a

dialectical method to achieve understanding. Plato's predi-

lection for dialectic is seen to be an aid rather than a hin-

drance, for Plato has recognized and used certain principles

of inquiry which aid and promote discovery.

The legitimacy of the conclusions drawn from the Platonic

dialogues will be based largely upon the authenticity, veri-

similitude or correspondence of the dialogues with actual, ver-



bal encounters and exchanges of ideas.

The supposition is that we may "capture" the thinking pro-

cess in this area, and that Plato has dramatized the thinking

process. If time and space permitted, other examples could be

used. For instance, soliloquies in literature could be offered

as models of a dialectical process in which characters "think

out loud."

Fortunately, concentrated examination of only one "dra-

matist" of dialectical thinking can be justified by a study of

conditions under which inquiry must take place. Dialectic, when

viewed in terms of causes found in objective reality, is not an

imaginary or arbitrary device which has sprung from the mind of

Plato or the author of this thesis. Dialectic is, rather,

grounded in and determined by certain necessities of man's ex-

istence. The following two sections of this thesis are concerned

with environmental factors which inquiry must meet if it hopes

to be successful.

In the concluding section dialectic is proposed to meet the

above requirements.

"IkPULSE TO INSIGHT," A MOTIVE WHICH OPERATES IN INQUIRY

In the Republic , Socrates and Glaucon discuss what constitutes

a philosopher. He is seen as a lover; and just as a lover of wine,

for instance, is "glad of any pretext of drinking any wine," so

the philosopher "has a taste for every sort of knowledge and ...
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is curious to learn and is never satisfied." 1 His mistress, so

2
to speak, is "truth" or the "vision of truth."

As the inquiry proceeds, Socrates makes a distinction be-

tween the conception of truth or "knowledge" and its opposite,

"ignorance." There is found to exist an intermediate entity

called "opinion" which is half-way between "pure being," i.e.,

absolute truth, and "absolute negation of being," i^e. , ignor-

ance. Opinion is seen as "darker than knowledge, but lighter

than ignorance"; ^ opinion is neither knowledge nor ignorance,

but a mixture, a combination of what one might call "half-

truths." We have then, knowledge, opinion, and appearance, with

the philosopher striving to purge his mind of opinion and ignor-

ance, and to achieve knowledge of "pure being. "^

1
Republic . V, 475; translated by B. Jowett, 3rd ed.

2

Loc . cit.
3
Ibid., 473.

4
The Cornford translation reads "the perfectly real" instead

of Jowett* s "pure being", and "the utterly unreal" instead of Jow-

ett' s absolute negation of being." Jowett *s translation stresses
Plato's mystical side and, if taken too literally, can be mislead-

ing. However, the mysticism is certainly present, even though

Cornford 's translation obscures it. Cornford, moreover, is aware

of this aspect of Plato, for in Cornford' s preface to this section,

he relates the following: "Knowledge is infallible ... ;
Belief

may be true or false. ... Knowledge, by definition, is of unique,

unchanging objects. Just in this respect, the Forms resemble the

laws of nature sought by modern, natural science: a law is an un-

seen, intelligible principle, a unity underlying an unlimited mul-

tiplicity of similar phenomena, and. supposed to be unalterable.
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Inseparably connected with this argument is Plato's theory

of Forms and the role which they play in appearances. Appear-

ances participate in pure being, but they are illusory, because

imperfect (that is, not perfectly real). Opinion, because it ac-

cepts appearances as the truly real, is mistaken. "Lovers of

opinion," therefore, accept a world which is characterized by a

mixture of positive and negative factors. Beauty, for instance

(for lovers of opinion), is never pure but is associated with

ugliness. Insofar as appearances partake of Absolute Beauty,

the man of opinion is correct in his perception. He is not a

true philosopher, however, until he appreciates the absolute:

Those who see the many beautiful, and who yet neither
see absolute beauty, nor can follow any guide who points
the way thither; who see the many just, and not absolute
justice, and the like,—such persons may be said to have
opinion but not knowledge. ... But those who love the
truth in each then are to be called lovers of wisdom and
not lovers of opinion.

5

The Forms, however, are not laws of the sequence or coexistence
of phenomena, but ideals or patterns, which have a real exist-
ence independent of our minds, and of which the :..any individual
things called by their names in the world of appearances are
like images or reflections." The Republic of Plato , translated
by F. K, Cornford, p. ltfl.

It would seem, therefore, that the Forms function in actual
practice like an "unseen intelligible principle" or "law of
nature," but refer, at the same time, to eternal substances.
That is to say, Forms, as such, are independent, "real exist-
ences." An "Idea " in the mind of man refers to (a)

t
the eter-

nal Form and (b) , sensible appearances. This treatise is con-
cerned with (b) and the function of the concept of Forms as an
"intelligible principle." Jowett's usage of terms such as,
"pure being," "absolute," etcetera, are permissible as an in-
terpretation of Plato, as far as this thesis is concerned; for
the actual function of the concept of Forms, even in Jowett's
translation, is that of a general, propositional principle.

5
Ibid .. 479-430.
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At this point, I am not concerned Kith the problems con-

nected with universals and particulars. These become relevant

later, in our analysis of Plato's dialectic; in particular, in

showing how his view of the One affects the nature of his dia-

lectic. Now, our concern is with a value judgment found in

the foregoing quotations. Plato's view of "being" or "reality"

is separated from the conception he has of a value which orients,

or ought to orient, a person to reality. This value, when pre-

sent in human affairs, leads to understanding and wisdom; when

absent, to confusion and ignorance. e shall call this value

a "cultivated impulse toward insight."

It seems to me that a value of truth is implied in such

metaphorical phrases as "lovers of wisdom," or lovers of the

"vision of truth," and "love of wisdom" leading necessarily to

a psychological state of "truthfulness" in the individual.

"Lovers of wisdom," says Socrates, "will never intentionally re-

ceive into their mind falsehood, which is their detestation, and

they will love the truth."" Furthermore, it is the love of truth

which "ought to" motivate an individual's life. "The true lover

of learning then must from his earliest youth, as far as in him

lies, desire all truth."'

What Plato has written as "love" and "desire" is not neces-

sarily a part of the nature of human beings, but a value which

6
Republic . VI, 4#5; translated by B. Jowett, 3rd ed.

7
Loc. cit.
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may or may not operate in individuals. It is a value which we

may cultivate and make a part of our consciousness. Briefly,

this value is a desire to know the "truth" about things—all

things; it is a desire to understand, to gain understanding about

the world in which we live. Among other things, the value of

truth entails an activity, the activity of inquiry. The culti-

vation of a value of truth is, at the same time, a cultivation

of the habit of inquiry.
'

Ahe term, "impulse to insight" is

employed to designate the value of truth and the activity of

inquiry.

For an individual who sees no Forms or Absolutes operating

in knowledge, but a world of theories about reality, some in

partial agreement, some contradictory, still others so dis-

similar that they defy comparison, the "impulse to insight"

still operates. In such a world, admitting that one theory is

better than another and that theory is an aid to understanding,

the impulse to insight motivates one to examine each theory, to

accept and refine theory, or perhaps to construct "ne»'" theory

which explains things better. The impulse to insight, it will

be argued, is very essential to dialectic or, for that natter,

to any serious inquiry, and provides motivation for the process

of examination.

One might object that this is trite—an obvious truism.

All people accept this value. However obvious, this value en-

tails more than is suspected at first glance, especially when
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a certain amount of humility accompanies it. The attitude of

humility found in the dictum, "No man has the whole truth," is

exemplified in Socrates. After the Oracle of Delphi said he

was the wisest of men, he reportedly set about to find men who

were wiser than himself. Upon investigation, Socrates found

that those who had reputations of wisdom really knew nothing

although they thought that th< new much. But he, Socrates,

"neither knows nor thinks that he knows."

The above statement of Socrates, as he defended himself

against his accusers, elicits a smile from those who are ac-

quainted with his usual devastating attacks on his antagonists'

views in other dialogues. Yet, even though Socrates displays a

vast fund of knowledge and "always wins," a spirit of humility

coupled with a desire to learn seems to permeate his discussions.

It is a democratic spirit, which represses the tendency to bi-

gotry and promotes inquiry into new ideas and development of

the ideas of others.

Briefly, the impulse to insight accompanied by a recogni-

tion of the fallibility of ideas brings about an attitude in

the individual which leads to a type of activity which in turn,

results in attainment of understanding. This attitude in So-

crates so impressed Santayana that he made the following remarks:

3
Apology , 21-22, translated by B. Jowett, 3rd ed,
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The Socratic method is the soul of liberal conversa-

tion; it is compacted in equal measure of sincerity and

courtesy. Each man i3 autonomous and all are respected;

and nothing is brought forward except to be submitted to

reason and accepted or rejected by the self-questioning
heart. Indeed, when Socrates appeared in Athens mutual

respect had passed into democracy and liberty into li-

cense; but the stalwart virtue of Socrates saved him

from being a sophist, much as his method, when not hon-

estly and sincerely used, might seem to countenance that

moral anarchy which the sophists had expressed in their
irresponsible doctrines. Their sophistry did not con-

sist in the private seat which they assigned to judg-

ment; for what judgment is there that is not somebody f s

judgment at some moment? The sophism consisted in ig-

noring the living moment's intent, and in suggesting
that no judgment could be wrong: in other words that

each man at each moment was the theme and standard, as

well as the seat, of his judgment.
Socrates escaped this folly by force of honesty,

which is what saves from folly in dialectic. He built

his whole science precisely on that intent which the

sophists ignored; he insisted that people should declare
sincerely what they meant and what they wanted; and on

that living rock he founded the persuasive and ideal
sciences of logic and ethics, the necessity of which lies

all in free insight and in actual will. This will and in-

sight they render deliberate, profound, unshakable, and
consistent. Socrates, by his genial midwifery, helped
men to discover the truth and excellence to which they
were naturally addressed. This circumstance rendered
his doctrine at once moral and scientific; scientific be-

cause dialectical, moral because expressive of personal
and living aspirations.

9

The absence and distortion of a value of truth results in

another set of conditions. For example, in the Sophist we see

impulse to insiftht and honesty in thought contrasted with indi-

viduals motivated by other values. J. K. Feibleman summarizes

9
George Santayana, The Life of Reason , Vol.V, p. 242.
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the differences established in this dialogue between an "honest"

and a "dishonest" approach to inquiry:

Particularly, the idea of elenchus is relevant. The
meaning of elenchus is the eliciting of truth by cross-
examination. ... The pitfall, according to Plato, is the
opposite of elenchus and is termed eristic. Its aim is

not to exhibit fallacies by elicitinr contradictions,
but rather to secure personal triumph by winning argu-
ments ... The practitioner of elenchus pretends to no
knowledge, but" strives to show the untenability of the
position of an opponent; while the practitioner of
eristic pretends to superior knowledge and only seeks
in refutation the defeat of his opponent. The prac-
titioner of elenchus is a teacher and his method is
the primary one of education; the practitioner of eris-
tic is a competitor whose weapon is controversy. -^

The purpose of inquiry, then, is the attainment of truth,

and any factor that would inhibit this is to be avoided—in-

cluding one T s "ego involvements." But the pretence of men of

knowing the truth could be interpreted as an expression of

"hybris" by Plato; it should evoke a note of caution in the

reader. If the principle of humility in ideas is extended to

exclude anyone's holding ideas, then we must reject this aspect

of it as interfering with the quest for truth.

Plato comes close to saying this in a passage of the Re-

public , where he uses the analogy of the young and uninstructed

in philosophy as "puppy-dors" who indiscriminately tear ideas

to pieces for the sport and delight of destruction.

10
J. K. Feibleman, "The Therapy of the Dialectic," Journal

of Philosophy . September 30, 1943,' 40: 5^6.

Republic , VII, translated by B. Jowett, 3rd ed.
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Presumably, for Plato, there are ideas which "ought not"

to be mutilated by profane questions, by people who promiscu-

ously tear ideas to pieces for the sport. Plato is justified

in objecting to "argument for argument's sake" or argument for

destructive purposes alone. But Plato approacher another ex-

treme which is equally undesirable; he suggests that ideas are

sacred.

This extreme is a misuse of the value of truth. The value

no longer entails inquiry, but entails placing an excessive pre-

ference upon results of inquiry. Future dialectical inquiry is

thus halted or severely crippled, for the process depends upon

a given statement being treated as tentative in nature, -e must,

then, make clear our definition of "truth" so that any value

that is attached to it does not inhibit our attainment of truth.

Of course it would be commonplace to observe that beliefs

have a way of becoming precious, and this phenomenon is in no

way restricted to non-dialecticians. 1 e shall see later how

the Socratic method of dialectic has been rejected as spurious

because it has led to arbitrariness in certain philosophers and

philosophies. It is proposed that such a condition does not

arise from a dialectic process but rather from certain assump-

tions which are either presupposed or thought to be established.

Absoluteness and arbitrariness, as such, does not arise from a

dialectic process but lies outside it. We shall emphasize the
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fact therefore that "impulse to Insight" is spelled with a small

n i". That is to say, we do not mean to imply that there exists

a comprehensive truth or a set of static "truths" that must be

grasped by the mind and which will explain the nature of things.

Here "insight" is defined as that symbolic propositional

statement which, on the basis of existing evidence, best de-

scribes and interprets a given condition or existence. An in-

sight, then, is a superior propositional statement ( a state-

ment which interprets, clarifies, and explains phenomena).

The "impulse to insight" in its entirety refers to a desire in

an individual for superior statements and the activity of de-

veloping superior statements.

Before we move into a slightly different area, a few words

are in order concerning an adjective used in connection with

the value, "impulse toward insight." It was stated that this

value is "cultivated." This implies that the value is not an

innate or inherent gift possessed by all people from birth.

We shall suppose it is, rather, something that is acquired.

In Socrates* opinion it is indeed very rare:

Everyone will admit that a nature having in perfection
all the qualities which we have required in a philosopher,

is a rare plant which is seldom seen among men. 12

12
Republic . VI, 491, translated by B. Jowett, 3rd ed,
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However, Socrates may be eliminating the majority of mankind by

listing too many ideal qualities. Socrates, himself, if confron-

ted with his ideal, might well have denied that he fulfilled all

the requirements of the ideal. Supposing the "desire" or value

of truth is one of the important qualities of a philosopher, to

what extent is it present in man?

For Socrates, it would appear thot a desire for truth is

more prevalent in man than is the propensity for ignorance. Take,

for instance, the reasons Socrates gives for the scarcity of the

philosopher. The chief factors appear to be: (a) "people's

own virtues, their courage, temperance," (b) the "goods of life

—

beauty, wealth, strength, rank," etcetera, and ( c ) "the flood of

popular opinion" which runs rampant in the market place, assem-

blies, theaters, and "other popular resorts." These destructive

element are not seen as "natural" to or inherent in the nature

of man, but "corrupting and distracting" conditions of Mft'g

environment.^ In this passage, it would appear that man is de-

flected from the pursuit of "truth" by the conditions of his

life in society.

Other writings of Plato seem to conceive of the "desire" or

"impulse to insight" a3 basic to the human being. In Protagoras .

Socrates argues that "no human being errs voluntarily or volun-

tarily does evil and dishonourable actions; but they are very

13
Ibid .. 492,
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well aware that all who do evil and dishonourable things do them

against their will. 1^ Evil and vice for Socrates are equated

with ignorance; virtue and justice are synonymous with know-

ledge. 1 '5 It vrould follow that if man naturally abhors evil and

seeks virtue, he also has a natural desire for knowledge, fcivil

is, therefore, a "defect of knowledge."

A. E. Taylor has summarized this view of i.an by summarizing

Aristotle's comments on Socrates' moral teachings. They are:

(a) virtue, moral excellence, is identical with know-
ledge, and for that reason, all the commonly discriminated
virtues are one thing; (b) vice, bad moral conduct, is
therefore in all cases ignorance, intellectual error; (c)

wrong-doing is therefore always involuntary, and there is
really no such state of soul as Aristotle calls "moral
weakness" (acrasia) , "knowing the good and yet doing evil." 1 '

Although Taylor goes on to use this view, a commitment that this

writer does not share, his interpretation of Socrates' teaching

is relevant. Taylor holds that Socrates did not necessarily

mean that when a man knew a given act was "wrong" he would not

commit the act. what Socrates meant was that:

14
r-'rotafcoras , 346, translated by B. Jowett, 3rd ed.

15
Ibid .. 361.

16

Ibid .. 353.
17

A. E. Taylor, Socrates, The Han and His Thought , p. 141.
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A man often enough does evil in spite of the fact that

it is evil; no man ever does evil simply because he sees it

to be evil, as a man may do good simply because he sees it

to be good* A man has temporarily to sophisticate himself
into regarding evil as good before he will choose to do it.-1-

T

.:e cannot say that all who commit evil do so only despite

the fact it is evil, for psychiatry could produce specimens who

do what they hold to be evil because it is evil, for doing evil

is satisfying to them. Certainly in fiction devil-figures which

illustrate this have been used (characters such as Conrad* s *>

Jones, A. Huxley's Spandr«ll). Still, for most people—psy-

chiatrists among them—such a person is ill, or diseased of

mind, perverted; which is a way of saying that it is abnormal

or unnatural for man not to desire virtue and goodness.

The question of whether or not an "impulse to Insight*" as

it has been defined, is present in man, hinges upon whether vir-

tue and knowledge are, or are not, synonymous teres , If the

former, then we could safely suppose that impulse to insight is

present in all men. If the latter, the problem becomes more

complex. Let us assume that the latter is the case: that vir-

tue and the desire for virtue are related to knowledge syntheti-

cally. Furthermore, let us suppose that knowledge makes it pos-

sible for an individual to distinguish between good and evil.

It would follow that the desire for good or virtue is one of the

bases for the desire for knowledge and would parallel what we

13
Ibid., p. 142.
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have called "impulse to insight."

A second question presents itself. If the desire for good-

ness or virtue is present in man, whence does it arise? The

conditions under which all men live might be cited as a source.

The desire grows "naturally" from certain necessities of sur-

vival and avoidance of pain. Achievement of these goals de-

pends, in any community, upon (a) instruments to control, mani-

pulate, and harness nature for the benefit of man, (b) kind-

ness—the reluctance to harm or to see harm done to others and

a reciprocal generosity (agape) -which gives birth to concepts

such as justice and integrity, and (c) hard work—a productive

activity that is personally useful, as well as beneficial to

others. A value of truth may arise from these "necessities,"

and might be further refined as that desire for a conceptual

apprehension of theories that will lead to more satisfying re-

alization of (a), (b), and (c). If this is true, then it is

no accident that, as the pragmatists have pointed out, the

"truth" of theories has been judged in the long run by their

results—and for rood reason,

Ve might conclude this observation by recalling that in

mental illness, a primary cause of neurosis is repression of

thoughts about which we feel guilty. A second cause is an in-

ability to rationalize any given action—especially one con-

cerning which there is doubt about its desirability. Could
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it be that mental illness increases when the organization of

a society promotes actions contrary to (a), (b) and (c)? The

values in such a society would, by virtue of propaganda, threat,

violence and unemplojrment
,
place an individual in a compro-

mising situation. uestioning the dictums of his society would

lead the individual to feel that he was "outside" or alienated

from his world.

In summary, whether an impulse to insight is inherent,

natural, or a cultivated value, it is an important eler.ent for

anyone who seeks "to know," "to learn," or to "achieve under-

standing or wisdom." In our development of dialectic as a

mode of inquiry, we shall therefore place this value first,

and acknowledge it, if not as that "which saves from folly in

dialectic, then at least as that which minimizes folly, as

Santayar.a believed.

THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH PHILOSOPHY HOST WORK

The Nature and I utual Relations of "Cor.non Sense Judgments" and
"Scientific Judgments."

There is a way in which Plato f s "opinion" corresponds to

v/hat goes under the name of "common sense" today. For Plato,

opinion occupied a status on the positive side of ignorance

but inferior to knowledge. Assuming that the two terms, common

sense and opinion, are interchangeable, we might look at a few

remarks made by contemporary thinkers concerning the relation-
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ship of these terms to "real" knowledge or "scientific know-

ledge."

"Common sense ideas exhibit a curious mixture of wisdom

and bias," write the authors of Knowledge and Society . The

n on the street" takes these judgments for granted, and only

when systematic questions and tests, or logical analysis are

employed does the individual "embark on the voyage of reflec-

1
tive inquiry that leads to philosophy and science."

"The persuasions of common sense precede those of science

and philosophy in order of time as well as in order of evidence*"

That is, "science and philosophy are of comparatively late ori-

gin, both in the history of the race and the growth of the in-

p
dividual." In regard to the latter, our chief concern, it is

stated that: "all of us begin and most of us end, with the

3
persuasions generated by daily experience and action."^

It is argued further that: common sense is not only
first in the order of time, it is first in the order of
evidence. ... Both science and philosophy start with
the things which everyone runs up against and of which
all alike must take cognizance.

4

1
Adams, et al. , Knowledge and Society , p. 4.

2

Ibid., p. A.
3
ibid., p. 5.

4
Ibid . . d.5.
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This assumes, as the authors point out, that "things" exist,

are antecedently given in the world of "common sense," and

that it is to these things that hypotheses refer.

Philosophy, they continue, "does not create worlds with-

out end" but . . . Bust begin by plunging in media s res . It

presupposes, as a mental climate, the accumulated persuasions

of its age ..." These persuasions constitute its point of

departure.

No doubt this needs some qualification. First, this argu-

ment suggests either that philosophy and science use common sense

judgments as first premises with which critical inquiry begins,

or that the philosopher or scientist receives his impressions

of concrete reality in the same form as the "ordinary" mr.n on

the street. It may be argued, in i to the latter, that

a "scientifically" trained man will have entirely different

impressions than the layman. Undoubtedly, there is merit in

this objection. However, it nay net be true in either case

that anyone is "free" from the "persuasions" of his age; that

current suppositions color I pe one f s conception of ont's

impressions of things. This will be 1 r on.

Generally, this view holds that the great fund and reser-

voir of cormon sense judgments furnish a suggestive basis for

5
Ibid., p. 6.
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inquiry and is, in the la3t analysis, the area in which all

theories are grounded. We see this illustrated in the idea

that there are two kinds of data: "pre-analytic data" —
that which objects are "taken to be by common sense" and prior

to investigation, and "post-analytic data"—what ideas "become

as a consequence of scientific or philosophical inquiry." The

"post-analytic data" result from a process of sophisticated in-

quiry which "consists principally in analysis or discernment

of the objects of common sense. no Finally, because of the rea-

sons given,

between pre-analytic data and post-analytic data there
can be no break in continuity, for the latter are de-
rived from the former. This is but a technical way of
stating the fact that ordinary experience furnishes
the point of departure for both science and philosophy.'

According to this view, "common sense" and philosophical

judgments (a) are inextricably bound together, with the latter

derived from the former as a result of rigorous inquiry, and

(b) are never free from the "persuasions of the age." In other

words, men*s judgments are affected by certain presuppositions

found operating in one's culture; even their percepts are, in

part, determined by what they think they should see in reality.

Before this section is concluded, an ambiguity should be

clarified. In regard to (a), is it meant that philosophical

6
Ibid ., p. 12.

7
Ibid ., p. 13.
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judgments are (1) derived from common sense judgments of the

layman, or (2) derived from common sense judgments of the "ex-

pert?" If the answer is, "Both (1) and (2), for they are essen-

tially the same," then the answer would appear to contradict

empirical evidence. A cursory look at common sense judgments

will disclose disagreement among them on most things. If it

is countered, "yes, but we mean sensory impressions are the

same for all men," then the problem has been pushed back into

a non-rational area.

When sensory impressions are transformed into a symbolic

conception, there arise disagreements, contradictions and am-

biguities (it is nonsensical to say that sensory impressions

agree or disagree; ideas and propositions "agree" about the

nature of sensory impressions). Then, common sense judgments,

whether of (1) or (2) are "similar" in that they are charac-

terized by contradictions, disagreements and ambiguities. If

all scientific and philosophical judgments are derived from

common sense judgments, then it would follow that inquiry be-

gins with the ambiguities, contradictions and disagreements.

The process of inouiry must, therefore, have a method of hand-

ling these characteristics.

The Impact and Influence of Historical "Persuasions"
Upon Science and the Nature of Science

The problem of why common sense judgments disagree is an

interesting one. It can be argued that all men's "experience"
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of an object differ; that one individual's perception of an ob-

ject is different than another's perception of the same object.

From these different perceptions grow individual theories about

the object. This view can be accepted as one of the factors

which results in different theories but it cannot be accepted as

the only factor. Presuppositions found in one's culture also

enter into the problem. Moreover, they enter into "scientific"

as well as common sense judgments.

Philipp Frank, in a chapter called "Theories of High

Generality," has pointed out a few of these factors which in-

fluence the acceptance and use of scientific "laws." He writes:

Scientists and scientifically-r.inded people in general
have been inclined to say that these "nonscientific" influ-
ences upon the acceptance of scientific theories are some-
thing which "should not" happen; but since they do happen,
it is necessary to understand their status within a logical
analysis of science. e have learned by a great many ex-
amples that the general principles of science are not un-
ambiguously determined by the observed facts. If v.'e add
requirements of simplicity and agreement with common sense,
the determination becomes narrower, but it does not become
unique. e can still require their fitness to support de-
sirable moral and political doctrines. All these require-
ments together enter into the determination of a scientific
theory. The firm conviction of most scientists that a theory
should be accepted "on scientific grounds" only, forms a
philosophy which they absorbed as young students in the period
when they started to acquire knowledge about the world; this
philosophy claims that a "true" theory gives us a "picture
of the physical reality," and that this theory can be found
on the basis of observed facts. If a theory built up ex-
clusively because of its agreement with observed facts told
the "truth" about the world, it would be foolish to assume
seriously that the acceptance of a scientific theory should
be influenced by reasons of simplicity and agreement with
common sense, let alone moral, religious, or political
grounds. However, we have learned that "agreement with ob-
served facts" never singles out one individual theory.
There is never only one theory that is in complete agreement
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with all observed facts, but several theories th«t are in

partial agreement. e have to select the final theory by
a compromise. The final theory has to be in fair agree-
ment with observed facts and must also be fairly simple.
If we consider this point is is obvious that such a "final"
theory cannot be "The Truth."

However, this metaphysical concept of a true theory as

a "replica of physical reality" is not prevalent in the
scientific philosophy of today. A theory is now rather re-

garded as an instrument that serves some definite purpose.

... The scientific theory is, in a way, a tool that produces
other tools according to a practical scheme. Scientific
theories are also accepted, however, because they give us a

simple and beautiful world picture and support a philosophy
which, in turn, supports a desirable way of life.

A "pure science," therefore, is seen by Frank as impossible;

impossible because of the nature and function of theories. "Ex-

tra-scientific" factors enter into theories by virtue of the fact

that for any given phenomenon there exists not one theory by many

theories. Vie have, so to speak, a pluralistic universe of thought

and discourse, and because we select one theory in preference to

others, we need some sort of criteria. Social and political

values seem to furnish criteria. The question then becomes one

of identifying "extra-scientific" factors, of stating them ob-

jectively, and of discussing them philosophically to arrive at

an intelligent compromise. To suppose that "extra-scientific"

factors "ought not" to influence decisions, and to insist, r.ore-

over, that they "will not" is only to force these factors into

another form; this results in the social factors masquerading

under other names and operating on an unconscious level.

3
Philipp Frank, Philosophy of Science , pp. 355-356.
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A case in point can be found in the reasons scientists

give for preferring "simple theories."

Some scientists say that they prefer them because
"simple" formulae allow easier and quicker computation
of the result; they are "economical" because they save
time and effort. Other authors, however, say that
simple theories are more "elegant," more "beautiful";
they prefer simple theories for "aesthetic" reasons.
However, we know from the history of the fine arts that
a certain aesthetic preference I s the result of a cer-
tain way of life, or a certain culture or social pat-
tern .9

Concepts in science, then, like "simplicity" and "agreement

with common sense" have, in Frank's words, "always played

their role and brought some sociological and psychological

reasons into the decision of scientists."

One conclusion that may be drawn from these observations

is that any method of inquiry must be able to handle and cope

with sociological and psychological factors that figure in

any subject matter. It means, among other things, that limit-

ing philosophy to logical problems of syntax will render it

incapable of dealing with the problems mentioned above. e

must then expand the use of the philosophical method; our mode

of inquiry must be of such a nature that such problems r:.ay be

dealt with.

Max Black, aware of the problems of science, rejects any

attempt to reduce inquiry to a pat formula. He accuses those

9
Ibid ., p. 350.

10
Ibid ., r.354.
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scientists who attempt the above of seeking an Aristotelian

"immutable essence." This he feels to be erroneous. 11 Black

recommends what he calls a "range definition" of 1 ry which

includes:

(a) a description of the main factors engaged
(b) determination of their relative "weight"—or importance
(c) an account of their interaction. 1^

Mr. Black objects to any hard and fast definition of the scien-

tific method because this results in excluding many of the pro-

cedures of science and stops or inhibits further reflection up-

on the process of inquiry itself. Of the latter, he writes:

My own contention fis} that the very principles of

scientific method are themselves to be regarded as pro-
visional and subject to later correction, so that a

definition of "scientific method" would be verifiable,
in some wide sense of the term. To the degree that the
definition is framed in the light of our best reflection
about past knowledge—seeking activities, with the in-

tention that it shall guide our further pursuit of know-
ledge in the future, we can properly claim that the pro-
cedure is rational. For to be rational is to be always
in a position to learn from experience. 13

Now to propose that Max Black is arguing for a dialectical

process would be to foist something upon his writings that I

never intended. We need not do this in order to appreciate

the relevance of his comments. Three points require emphasis:

The process (1) is complex and dynamic (2) it should be flex-

ible, and (3) it should not be bound by predetermined formulae.

11
x Black, Problems of Analysis , p. 13.

12
Ibid . , p. 14.

13
Ibid., p. 23.
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Even though Black was not arguing that inquiry is neces-

sarily dialectical, his observations indicate and suggest a

dialectical process. As it will be seen later, the foregoing

points can be said to characterize a dialectical process.

Now, let us turn to a slightly different area of social

phenomena. In passing, it should be mentioned that a detailed

summary of the material just studied will be deferred until the

end of the following section.

A View of Social Phenomena

Thus far in this section, our attention has been confined

to problems found in the "physical sciences." It has been ob-

served how social and psychological factors influence "scien-

tific" judgments, but the social world itself has not been con-

sidered. In this section, we shall have a look at social phe-

nomena and try to extract a few generalizations that may have

some bearing upon our problem. Unfortunately, this area can-

not be covered with great thoroughness, b 3t be restricted

to a short study of a few salient aspects of the social envi-

ronment, with this goal in mind, the following remarks made by

William James will furnish a comprehensive review of social

phenomena:

. . . there is nothing final in any actually given
equilibrium of human ideals, but that, as our present
laws and customs have fought and conquered other past
ones, so the}' will in their turn be overthrown by any
newly discovered order which will hu3h up the complaints
they give rise to, without producing others louder
still. The pinch is always here ... See the abuses
which the institution of private property covers, so
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that even today it is sh-rnelessly asserted among us
that one of the prime functions of the national gov-
ernment is to help the adroiter citizens to grow
rich ... See the wholesale loss of opportunity under
our regime of so-called equality and industrials
with the drummer and the counter-jumper in the saddle
... See everywhere the struggle and the squeeze; and
ever-lastingly the problem how to make them less.
The anarchists, nihilists, and free-lovers; the free
silverites, socialists, and single-tax men; the free-
traders and civil-service reformers: the prohibition-
ists and anti-vivisectionists; the radical darwinians
with their idea of the supression of the weak—these
and all the conservative sentiments of society arrayed
against them, are simply deciding through actual ex-
periment by what sort of* conduct the maximum amount
of good can be gained and kept in this world. ^

There are a number of things being said and implied here.

The most obvious might be simply, "things change." But we all

know that things change. The question, it would seem, is not

whether things change, but (1) how do they change and (2) how

may or ought they change. In (1) the word "do" is used in

preference to "have" for the following reasons: When we ask

"how have things changed?" we are asking for an historical

account of all those antecedent factors which resulted in cer-

tain events. All factors are thereby excluded which do not

explain the historical event. In other words, our problem

focuses, not upon explications of historical events but upon

the social process in which the events occur.

14
William James, "The i-:oral Philosopher and the I oral Life,"

ill to Believe and Other Assays in Popular Philosophy , pp.206,
207. It is interesting to note that the latter part of the quo-
tation is "dated." James mentions groups of people no longer
significant in our social pattern—this evidences the truth of
his own statement.
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In order to answer our two questions, let us make an as-

sumption: Let us suppose that (a) institutions, organizations

and actions come into being because of conscious and unconscious

beliefs held in a community of people, (b) that men are causal

agents in a complex of causes which result in a given event. *5

This assumption will allow for whatever actual "choice" n.an

may have in any event, and also allow for non-human determinants

and the interactions of both.

The first part (a) of the assumption becomes exceptionally

pertinent to philosophy and furnishes an area for inquiry,

is relatively easy to see how consciously held beliefs may lead

to concrete actions and organizational institutions. But un-

consciously held beliefs are more subtle. However, psychiatry

has shown that it is by no means uncommon for people to hold

beliefs of which they are entirely unaware. 16

15
That is to say, non-psychological factors enter into

this "complex of causes" and set certain physical limitations

and offer certain alternatives. Part (b) is meant to include

the non-psychological factors.
16

, m
I agree with psychiatry that some unconscious beliefs

are more or less unique to particular individuals and are not

universal in character. However, I propose that some uncon-
scious beliefs are more or less "universal"; that is, they are

held in common by a group of people. Moreover, the source of

those unconscious beliefs held in common is found in social
behavior.
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Now "belief" is defined as a tendency to act in a specific

way: A consciously held belief would be a tendency to act in

a specific way; plus a state of mind which is rationally aware

of that tendency and in which the tendency to act exists in a

propositional language form. An unconscious belief would be

a tendency to act in a specific way, with the individual un-

aware of that tendency and unaware of the neaning or signifi-

cance of his resultant behavior. If this definition of belief

is granted, then it would follow that acts or behavior embody

beliefs. By studying behavioral acts, one can be cognizant

of existing individual and collective beliefs. Furthermore,

in that some beliefs are unconsciously held by rr.any people,

the only method of discovering these particular beliefs would

necessarily be through studying behavior.

The propositional form of beliefs is peculiarly valuable

because it is capable of rational justification or examination

if some doubt arises concerning the desirability of the belief.

On the other hand, the unconscious belief, as long as it re-

mains in a non-rational, non-propositional form, is incapable

of justification or examination. The unconscious belief, more-

over, what one may designate as the "unknown" in the original

17
scheme, occupies the "nebulous" area, (1).

17
See page 5 of this thesis.
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It is now possible to answer the question of "how may

(or ought) things change?" (At this point, we only may

answer this within scope of part (a) of our assumption on page

33), If our foregoing suppositions are correct, thing! change

because of either (1) unconscious beliefs which lead to public,

concr&te manifestations, or because of (2) a mediating process

in which beliefs are postulated symbolically, examined, and a

choice made between existing alternatives. The latter is pre-

ferable because it gives us control. This then is how things

ou;,:ht to change. Philosophical inquiry, then, should strive

to identify the unknown and unconscious beliefs implicit in

individual and institutional acts, to transform the beliefs

into propositional form, ° Uncontrollable, unconscious beliefs

are thus forced into a rational form where they may be examined,

refined, rejected or discarded.

Non-psychological factors which bring about change have

not yet been discussed. Perhaps the best way of introducing

this subject is to recall the phenomenon of "cultural-lag."

According to the theory explaining it, technological innovations

in society bring about a qualitative change in the social con-

II
The problem which concerns philosophy is not identifying

unconscious beliefs for purposes of administrating individual
"therapy," but rather identifying group beliefs for the purpose
of analyzing them with regard to their desirability for future
action.
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ditions such that it affects behavior. People resist or ignore

the innovation by failing to alter their thinking and institutions. 9

An example of a non-human event, a technological innovation,

is the atomic bomb. This particular event shall be used to

avoid the "historical question" previously discussed. 2^ The

dynamics of the social process is seen best in context of the

19
The phenomenon of new social factors and conditions bring-

ing about a qualitative change in the conditions of social exis-
tence and "determining" the nature of social consciousness or be-
liefs in a community was first developed by Karl I arx. An ex-
ample of the social process which exhibits this fact is seen in
Marx's Das Capital , pp.343 to 353 , where an historical survey of
economic modes of production traces large-scale manufacture back
to its handicraft origins.

The theory of "cultrual lag" popularized by Ogburn and
other sociologists parallels the Marxian theory, if it is not the
same theory masquerading under a different guise. The difference,
if any, is to be found in the sociologists restricting their
use of the theory to individual, social innovations like the
telephone, automobile, etcetera.

Ogburn 's definition of cultural lag is as follows: ".'here
one part of culture changes first, through some discovery or in-
vention, and occasions changes in some part of culture dependent
upon it, there frequently is a delay in the changes occasioned
in the dependent part of culture. The extent of this lag will
vary according to the nature of the cultural material but may
exist for a considerable number of years, during which time there
may be said to be a maladjustment." William F. Ogburn, Social
Change, p. 200.

20
An "historical question" is seen to be a question which

"asks" only for those factors which were directly related to the
event in question after that event has happened. The actual
process which preceded the occurrence of the event is obscured.
This is not the fault of the historian but a result of the goal
with which the historian is concerned. Also, most of the pro-
cess is unrecorded. To see the actual process in operation one
must focus upon present events. The atom bomb is such an event.
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atom bomb, for the final social ad justments to the atom bomb

are still embryonic. That is to say, the final complex of

behavior and the belief it embodies, exists now as but one

alternative among many beliefs and modes of behavior (or, per-

haps, "will emerge in the immediate future," in which case,

the problem is the same. There will then exist one more belief.)

The event of the existence of the bomb, for example, may

mean possible alternatives: (1) the banning of the bomb and

utilization of the principle for peaceful purposes; (2) mili-

tary preparation against the use of the bomb and (3) use of the

bomb (in which case the cultural lag may be the cultural demise).

In the event of any of these possibilities, certain social and

individual changes must necessarily occur; indeed some have al-

ready occurred. In other words, the fact of the bomb exists;

it will remain; the question becomes, how should it be used

and what form shall social and individual adjustment assume?

Things must change whether we like it or not, for present be-

liefs and institutions are no longer useful.

This provides an example of how environmental factors may

set limitations to beliefs, and produce changes in beliefs.

Also, this demonstrates how beliefs concerning environmental

factors can lead to a number of particular forms which a neutral

existent, such as the bomb, can take. The fact of the bomb fos-

ters a pluralistic world of new beliefs but just what the be-

liefs are and the final beliefs will be, no one is certain just
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Now let us apply these assumptions. e can see that old beliefs

(personal as well as national and international) and institutional

organizations are inadequate for the treatment and the solution

of the problem of the bomb. The bomb represents but one of the

causal agents for a change of some kind in social beliefs and

H institutions. At least two other factors operate, namely, un-

conscious and conscious beliefs toward the bomb. The latter is

relatively easy to deal with because it is known. If, for in-

stance, someone says, "let's use the bomb now;" people can take

steps to inhibit his action, nut suppose that some, indeed

many, people unconsciously believe that the bomb should be used?

If the belief is unconsciously held, how may one know of its

existence? The answer is furnished by our assumption; the na-

ture of the belief can be known by the nature of the act. There-

fore, one must look for actions that are oriented around and to-

ward the bomb and postulate the beliefs that they embody. If

the unconscious belief betrays in action the tendency to use the

bomb, then one can safely assume that sooner or later the bomb

will be used: For the belief results in institutional behavior,

creating more social factors which lead to the ultimate use of

the bomb.

Now, it may be the case th£t if people were aware that some

of their actions incorporate the belief that the bomb will be

used, they would be shocked and indignant. They might reply,

"I don't believe that at all. I believe that the bomb ought
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now. Cultural lag, however, indicates fixity and permanency

of beliefs, especially when we look at history, at events that

have already taken place and reached their terminating points.

Here the concept of cultural lag as it is commonly used

becomes misleading because it ignores the emergence of new, im-

plicit and explicit beliefs which accompany the introduction of

new, social events such as the atom bomb or the telephone. To

say merely that people resist a social innovation is to under-

state the case, it ignores the subtle changes that have already

taken place in behavior and beliefs. Furthermore, this way of

speaking leads one to supoose, mistakenly, that what happened

did so because it was the only event that could have happened.

Cultural lag, therefore, successfully points out how conscious,

explicit beliefs are carried over in the face of social inno-

vations but it fails to demonstrate how the old beliefs exist

in conflict with new, implicit beliefs, and how the latter lead

to particular, social manifestations, in spite of old beliefs.

We can demonstrate how this happens by referring ar;ain to our

example of the atom bomb.

Things change, it has been proposed, because of (a) un-

conscious beliefs which lead to public facts, or because of a

mediating process in which beliefs are postulated symbolically,

examined and a rational choice made between alternatives; and

21
because (b) men are causal agents in a complex of causal agents.

21
See page 32 of this thesis.
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not to be used." This answer would indicate, if our suppositions

are correct, that a conscious belief exists in isolation from be-

liefs implicitly embodied in a mode of behavior—there is a se-

paration of theory and practice. It could be said that there ex-

ists a conflict of beliefs; there is a conflict between conscious-

ly held beliefs and unconsciously held beliefs; and a conflict

between tendencies to molar and verbal action.

But is the assumption valid? Do acts embody and imply be-

liefs? Many agree that they do. Here I wish to cite the views

of two individuals who hold this theory. The first to be cited

is an anthropologist, fc. H. Hoebel, who reports observations

that have grown out of his studies of primitive societies.

Hoebel relates how, for a primitive society to exist, a

society must select a group of relatively homogeneous modes of

behavior. These homogeneous modes of behavior constitute a prim-

itive society's "culture." 22 One of the significant features of

a culture, i.e . of a homogeneous mode of behavior, lies in the

fact that it embodies beliefs. Hoebel writes regarding this:

22
. H. Hoebel, "Authority in Primitive Societies," printed

in Authority , edited by Carl J. Friedrich, p. 223. In Iioebel»s
words, men in a primitive society "perforce fix upon a limited
number of patterns for behavior, thereuDon quite arbitrarily
ruling out and suppressing a much larger corpus of possible pat-
terns of behavior, so far as its membership is concerned. The
resulting nexus of permissible patterns for behavior is what
anthropologists have come to identify as the culture of a given
society ..." (p. 223)
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Underlying every culture is a body of basic postu-
lates implicit in the world view of the members of the
society in question. These are broadly generalized
propositions as to the nature of things and what is
qualitatively desirable and what is not. 23

The given members of a primitive society may not be conscious

of "the world view" implicit in their behavior but nevertheless,

the world view or beliefs are there: The question is not whether

the beliefs are present, but whether they are consciously pre-

sent.

In a primitive society, things change at a slower rate than

in a more advanced, complex society. It is relatively a static,

a less dynamic, social universe; and it i3 characterized by

more homogeneous beliefs and behavior. An advanced, complex

society, on the other hand, is characterized by heterogeneity.

The difference between what is called "primitive" societies

and "advanced" societies, then, lies mostly in the degrees of

complexity, heterogeneity and rate of change. Relationships

between beliefs or world ra and behavior, however, would

iin substantially the same.

The foregoing view is shared by J. K. Feibleman. He de-

fines "a culture" as a "kind of concrete systen."

en a system is so large that we call it a culture,
the consistency has to rest on some very wide base,
nothing less, in fact, than an ontology. V.e call the
ontology of a culture its implicit, dominant ontology

23
Ibid ., p. 225.
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because it is assumed and often unknown ... Implicit,
dominant ontologies become social philosophies when
they are adopted by societies as the result of some
kind of shock. 2^

The important observation is that new social philosophies usu-

ally appear first in modes of behavior; the philosophy is im-

plicit in the behavior. If this is the case, behavior and in-

dividual acts, as such, rest on certain beliefs.

Furthermore, Feibleman, agreeing with Hoebel, feels that

these implicit beliefs can be identified:

The implicit, dominant ontology is a concrete on-
tology, yet a transparent ontology. It lies deeply im-
bedded in cultures and permeates every corner of them,
and the bare bones do not protrude. A certain amount
of searching is necessary in order to detect its pre-
sence. It comes closest to the surface and may be dis-
cerned best in five places: in the rational, social
unconscious of the human individual, in the hierarchy
of institutions, in customs, in the kind of art which
is prevalent, and finally in questions of taste as ex-
hibited in the adopted set of preferences. 2 >

Of these five areas, the present concern is with the first—

"the rational, social unconscious of the human individual."

For Feibleman, this consists of beliefs that people take "for

24
James K. Feibleman, ''The Social Adaptiveness of Philo-

sophies," Ethics . January, I960, 70:147. Incidentally, the
latter part of this quotation should be qualified somewhat.
A social revolution may not necessarily precipitate or cause
an adoption of an "implicit, dominant ontology." A social
revolution or convulsion marks a point where a qualitative
change in society is most noticeable.

25
Ibid ., p. 147.
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granted" and "when confronted with them, the individual is

likely to express surprise that anyone would ever question

their truth, as though they were held by all members of all

societies.

"

2° The way, then, to identify or to discover be-

lief in the individual is to study behavior.

Eut Feibleman 1 s view does not account for conflicting be-

liefs that a person may have. Unconscious beliefs leading to

behavior in direct contradiction to conscious beliefs may be

held by the same person. v«e may account for this by remember-

ing the roles played by social innovations. The individual

may be forced into behavior independently of conscious belief.

The new mode of behavior necessarily carries a new belief with

it. Hence, a conflict exists between an implicit belief era-

bodied in a new behavior pattern and an explicit belief based

upon old behavior. A person, therefore, when confronted with

a belief that his new behavior implicitly embodies, would be

"shocked" --shocked because he could not allow that anyone

would believe such a thing.

Suppose, in our projection of the possible events concern-

ing the atomic bomb, that the bomb is used; suppose that some

individuals survive, and upon reflection are "shocked" at the

behavior that led to the use of the bomb. They might ask them-

selves, "how could that behavior have existed, for all believed

26
Ibid ., p. 143.
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that the bomb should not be used?" Our answer would be that

there existed an unconscious belief that it would be used, that

all of the behavior before the use of the bomb embodies the im-

plicit belief that it would be used, and that the use of the

bomb was an effect, in part, of these beliefs. .e could point

to the installation of ICBM'a at launching pads, the arming of

planes with bombs, the digging of bomb shelters, the military

alliances and the behavior at international conference tables,

as evidence of the predominating belief that the bomb is to be

used.

Feibleman's remaining four categories are all areas in

which beliefs implicit in current behavior exhibit themselves.

Unfortunately, we cannot deal with each in turn. The grounds

for each of the areas depend upon specific formulations of the

nature of behavior and its relationship to belief. The most

dubious of the areas, perhaps, might be "the kind of art which

is prevalent." However, if we accept forms of art as behavioral

acts, then we must admit that art embodies beliefs; and if a

particular school of art is dominant, then a particular, social

belief is dominant also. As we have shown, beliefs may be un-

consciously present; the artist or the connoisseur of art may

not be aware of them, but the beliefs are nevertheless present.

Furthermore, they may be extracted, placed into propositional

language, and examined.
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Feibleman's final area, the area of "taste" or aesthetic

preferences, strengthens the above view of art. For "aesthetic

preference," if not restricted to art, is widely employed in

art. Aesthetic factors, i r. I- rank remarked, help determine for

scientists the choice of one theory over another. Mr* Frank pro-

posed that an aesthetic "taste" was an expression of a way of

life—an outgrowth of social predispositions. If aesthetic pre-

ference of taste is an outgrowth of social predispositions and

if, in art, the selection of art objects depends upon "taste,"

then art objects and especially dominant kinds of art objects

exhibit beliefs. Furthermore, by virtue of the extravagant de-

pendence upon "taste" in art, we could conclude that art pre-

sents an area where new beliefs first emerge, find their first

expression and exist, moreover, on an unconscious level. The

examination of taste, therefore, is a crucial and important

area of inquiry. '

27
John Dewey has this to say about "taste": "hxpertness of

taste is at once the result and the reward of constant exercise-
of thinking. Instead of there being no disputing about tastes,
they are the one thing worth disputing about, if by disputing
is signified discussion involving reflective inquiry. Taste,
if we use the word in its best sense, is the outcome of experi-
ence brought cumulatively to bear on the intelligent appreci-
ation of the real worth of likings and enjoyments. There is
nothing in which a person so completely reveals himself as in

beliefs affect or determine behavior; some beliefs are uncon-"
scious, but can be discovered if behavior is scrutinized. Aes-
thetic taste is a kind of behavior which manifests those uncon-
scious beliefs; by studying preferences of taste and "discuting"
about them, the implicit beliefs are exposed and examined ration-
ally.
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The tine has come in an already too ambitious section to

sum up the observations Ke have made. Generally, the following

review can be said to apply to both "scientific" phenomena and

social phenomena. It can be said that any given probler.., re-

gardless of the area or discipline it may fall under, is charac-

terized by the following:

(1) There is a pluralistic universe of conscious thought

in which many common sense judgments, opinions, beliefs and

theories exist concerning the problem, no one of which accounts

for the problem in its entirety.

(2) Accompanying the conscious ideas, there is a world of

unconscious beliefs introduced by new forces and innovations

intruding into the environment.

(3) The upshot of (1) and (2) is contradiction between

beliefs, conflict between beliefs, inconsistencies and confu-

sion,

(4) The history of events demonstrates not the absoluteness

of "laws" or things in general, but change, flux and altering

circumstances. In the social sphere, environmental factors

change rapidly and manifest those changes in behavior, insti-

tutions, art, and in aesthetic preferences, i.e . , in taste.

At this point, a generalization is possible. '

.'e may ap-

proach the generalization by asking the question, "from where

will the raw material come for constructing new statements?"

The answer, it would seem can only be "from areas (1) and (?)

and the conflicts and contradictions they- generate." That is

to say, we must look particularly at the "place where the shoe
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pinches." In particular, inquiry must be concerned with all

those opinions, belief's, unconscious as well as conscious,

which cluster about problems. This does not mean that only a

particular set of "homogeneous" opinions, beliefs and theories

is to be studied. Furthermore, since each member of the cluster

of beliefs and theories nay contain a partial or half-truth,

there must be "communication" between them. In other words,

the Drocess of inquiry must allow for the interactions of be-

liefs; and this, as we shall see, is one of the first tenets

of dialectic.

A STUDY OF DIALECTIC

Philosophers who have employed a dialectical method have,

at the same time, held fixed notions concerning the nature of

being. Many of the notions, like Hegel's principle of Identity

and Plato's theory of Forms, have ceased to be significant in

the present stage of knowledge. However, the dialectical me-

thod employed to arrive at theories about the nature of things

is not necessarily outmoded. We are concerned with dialectic

as a method of inquiry, not a "dialectical account" of history,

of economics, etcetera. Ordinarily, the latter involves pre-

suppositions on the part of the dialectician about history or

economics (as such), in addition to the process of dialectic as

a method.

The problem, therefore, in developing a description of the
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process of inquiry is to eliminate assumptions and presupposi-

tions that are not related to and essential to the dialectic

process itself. Assumptions or theories about non-dialectical

existences are the subject matter for the process ;1 confusing

one with the other often results in discarding the method be-

cause of disagreement with propositions arrived at by the pro-

cess or with apriori presuppositions adopted before employing

the process, a considerable amount of evidence would suggest

that dialectical inquiry has been rejected because of views

held by dialecticians, especially when we recall that in the

contemporary social world, there is a "conflict" in what has

been called, by some, "basic ideologies."

The evidence to support the above hypothesis is meager

and subtle. Ho one overtly rejects dialectic on the grounds

that some "erroneous" beliefs have been held by dialecticians.

However, this attitude seems to be implicit in many philosophers'

reactions to dialectic. For instance, note the alarm in a re-

mark by Richard Kcfteon:

1
For example, the Platonic doctrine of Forms, in which

Ideas are seen to be comprised of eternal substances, is a
theory that is a subject for dialectical examination. Rejec-
tion of the doctrine does not necessitate a rejection of the
process.

2
Another factor enters when we recall that most of the

"great dialecticians," such as Socrates, Hegel, * arx, and the
contemporary dialectical materialists have been concerned with
explaining social phenomena. An assumption dialectically de-
rived in this area and transformed into an action which causes
social injustice is more likely to evoke a negative reaction to
the method than would be an assumption in "scientific areas."
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The dialectical invocation of truth as a guide in
action and in use of power is easily transformed into
the assumption that those in power possess wisdom and
defend truth (totalitarianism) or into the use of power
(as in the dictatorship of the proletariat) to establish
conditions of "freedom" which have no clear connection
with the common good ...3

A comment concerning dialectic, almost apologetic in tone,

by Edward Ballard is nearly identical to I.cKeon's. He begins

his article by saying "dialectic like love, has a good and bad

reputation," In the next few sentences, Ballard mentions two

notable champions of dialectic, Plato and Hegel, and two an-

tagonists of dialectic, Aristotle and Kant. Ballard concludes

his introductory survey by remarking:

The varying estimates of its value appear to stem
from the recognition that the mind easily misuses this
instrument and produces seductive illusion instead of
clarifications. Dialectic is a dangerous instrument .^

A "bad" assumption in physics doesn't result in universal alarm
nor is the method chastised because of the "erroneous" assump-
tion. It would seem, since social injustice is by no means re-
stricted to dialecticians, that a social system which states its
assumptions explicitly and in which the relationship of the as-
sumption and concrete action is clearly perceived, is superior
to a system in which a systematic formulation of social assump-
tions is largely ignored and the connection between behavior or
concrete action is that observed, so that the resulting social
melee appears to be superior to the latter, for "mistakes" are
obvious and therefore changeable.

3
I chard I.cAeon, "Dialectic and Political Thought and

Action," Ethics, October, 1955, 65:24.
4
Edward G. Ballard, "On the Nature and Use of Dialectic,"

Philosophy of Science , July, 1955i p. 205.
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The argument apparently consists in rejecting "dialectical rea-

soning" on the grounds that those philosophers and laymen who

have acclaimed themselves to be "dialecticians" have made grie-

vous errors in their judgments; and, to make matters worse,

they have justified social atrocities by "dialectical" methods.

As the argument stands, it would appear to be a curious rdx-

ture of the argumentum ad hominen and the fallacy of diverting

the irsue. The problem before us is the nature of the process,

not theories that have grown out of a process of inquiry.

Mr. Ballard, after sufficiently impressing upon the reader

his humbleness in approaching this "dangerous instrument," goes

on to suggest that:

Dangerous or not, though, it is probably a defensible,
historical thesis to hold that a fairly stable meaning has
been associated with this term (dialectic) throughout phi-
losophical history, even by those who disapprove of its
use. "5

The particular meaning associated with dialectic is seen by Bal-

lard to lie in its reference "to the actual processes of the

mind in its attempts to clarify its concepts and to acquire

knowledge; it seems to refer to logic in actual operation. "6

Ballard restricts himself, as the foregoing comment indi-

cates, to dialectic as a process of inquiry and proceeds to

5

Ibid ., p. 205.
6
Ibid., p. 205. This implies that all people are dialec-

ticians. "The only qualification that is necessary is to point
out that all people when they engage in critical thinking pro-
ceed dialectically.
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make a few interesting comments which will be referred to later.

Presently, our concern is with one of the first articulate usages

and conceptions of dialectic found in Plato's dialogues. This

study is comprised of (a) Plato's description of dialectic and

(b) an example of dialectic which demonstrates the principal

characteristics of the process.

Socratic (Plato's) View of Dialectic

In the Platonic dialogues, several descriptions and defini-

tions of dialectic are found. The conflicting views have been

described by one writer as a conflict between Plato and his mas-

ter, Socrates.' Other explanations attribute the differences to

fundamental changes in Plato's thinking as he grew older and be-

came niore critical of his former teacher. I hen the latter

7
Julius Stenzel divides the Platonic Dialogues into two

periods: the 'Socratic period' in which Plato presented his
views through the mouth of Socrates, and a later period in
which Plato's own views predominate. (See page 2? of Julius
Stenzel's book, Plato's i^ethod of Dialectic ) . In the first
period, Stenzel thinks Plato still leaned toward Socrates*
thinking, for example, he writes: "The Good, which to So-
crates had remained a postulate, was to him 'lato an ob-
ject of actual knowledge; it was the duty of the individual
to realize the Good in his life. He thought of the Good as
given in a vision or intuition ..., and he had necessarily
to bring 'Socrates' within sight of* this vision. What So-
crates views as possible, Pit to postulates as necessary .

Socrates knows nothing, Plato has a positive metaphysical
doctrine. jne fails short of the mean, which the other
goes beyond." (See page 31 of Stenzel's book)
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position is adopted, the question arises as to what Plato's

final attitude was concerning the nature of dialectic. In order

to settle this question, one must establish the order or sequence

in which the dialogues were written. Although this question is

an interesting one, it is not necessary to this thesis nor cru-

cial in solving problems about the nature of dialectic. The

present problem focuses upon a development of principles found

operating in a process of inquiry, not upon deciding which view

of dialectic Plato really believed . Therefore, a proper ap-

proach to the problem would be, riven a number of views con-

cerning dialectic, which of them is most relevant to the pro-

cess of inquiry? This thesis is, therefore, concerned with

a development of the relevant views.

Originally, "dialectic" in Greek referred "to a v.'ell-regu-

lated conversation in which the participants, by thr exchan

of information and ideas, brought each other into a state of

agreement."* Hr« Helton offers a definition which is more jpe-

cific; he writes:

ve original meaning of "dialectic" i s discourse or
intercourse between two or more speakers expressing two or
more positions or opinions. This conception of interper-
sonal thinking, or thinking based on a clash of opposition
or paradox, is not only imbedded in the term but is also
reiterated in the early history of the method.

9

8
Ballard, 0£. cit

. , p.2C5.
9
MeKeon, pj>. cit . . p. 3. (Italics by i'cKeon).
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"Dialectic" referred, according to this definition, to a process

which comprised an interplay and exchange of ideas through con-

versation. Conversation, in a dialectical sense, was not "just

talk," but a particular kind of talk which was, in Ballard's

terms, "a well-regulated conversation" and in i >n's words,

"interpersonal thinking ... based on a clash of opposition or

paradox." That is to say, a dialectical conversation proceeds

along specific lines. It is not "just talk" or what we might

call "ordinary conversation." Dialectical conversation is

characterized by a different set of principles.

One way of illustrating now dialectical conversation dif-

fers would be to describe ordinary conversation. Contemporary

"realistic" fiction furnishes abundant examples. First, the

basic unit of speech seems to be the phrase, not a sentence

(long and involved sentences seldom occur in ordinary conver-

sation). Secondly, ordinary speech is not concerned with self-

consistency, with logicality, or with problem solving. It jumps,

so to speak, from one topic to another according to what one

might call a principle of association. For example, in a gath-

ering of Mr. and Mrs. X and Kr« and Mrs. Y, Mr. X hep-irs bv re-

marking that before he came to the party, he discovered the

neighbor's garbage scattered over his lawn. Mr. Y is reminded

of dogs in his neighborhood and promptly holds forth on how he

is going to shoot a few mongrels if they don't stop littering

his lawn. Mrs. Y, a humanitarian, reacts to her husband and
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interrupts him by telling the group of a woman she saw in the

doctor's office that day who had obviously been beaten by her

husband (she has associated her husband's threats with the

bestiality of men, which in turn, she associates with the

bruised woman in the doctor's office). i'"rs. X fastens upon

the words "doctor's office" and associates this with her re-

cent operation, which she forthwith brings to the attention of

the group—and so on and so forth. Thirdly, the foregoing

variety of conversation is rarely in overt conflict or in de-

liberate contradiction; when this does occur, it usually con-

stitutes a "quarrel." Such conflict is thereby viewed as dis-

tasteful; it should be avoided for most people feel "nothing

is gained, no one changes his or her mind, so what's the use

of all the fuss?" The result of such "bull sessions" i Sj *t

best, a communication of elementary, existential facts and

from there on, could be anything from an individual making

noise to assure himself that he is really alive, to the conmu-

nication of communal affection and reciprocal sympathy.

Dialectic, on the other hand, has a conscious goal which

is qualitatively different from the complex goals of ordinary

conversation. Dialectic's goal is problem solving and the

attainment of "insight."

10
"Insight" was defined on page 17 as the formulation of

that symbolic propositional statement which, on the basis of

existing evidence , best describes and interprets a given
condition or existence.
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An individual motivated by an impulse to insight starts at the

point where desultory conversation ends—the point where one

becomes aware of the inconsistencies and contradictions in

ordinary statements, and of the controversy that results be-

tween people holding them. Ordinary conversation ends, then,

where dialectical conversation begins. 31

Dialectic, even though it employs a kind of conflict, is

not seen by Plato as .just controversy. If the discussion on

pages 13 and 14 of this thesis is recalled in which the so-

phistic method of eristic was contrasted with elenchus, one

sees a kind of dialectic which, for Plato, is focused upon

controversy for controversy's sake. In that section of the

thesis, the major concern was with the role that the value of

truth plays in inquiry to taove an individual out of this level

of inquiry. However, it is important to note that the sophistic

dialectic resembles the Platonic elenchus . how can we distin-

guish between the two?

11
Portiner J. Adler makes a similar observation. He writes:

it human conversations usually dwindle or stop at the point
where profound and abstruse considerations seem inescapable if

the conversation is to be prolonged; and this should be well ob-
served, for it is this inevitable leading of discourse into dia-
lectic, and of dialectic into philosophy, (p. 35) ...

"It is largely through the event of misunderstanding, or
contrariness in understanding, that human beings pass in their
use of language from communication to controversy and from in-
definite controversy into some universe of discourse, therein
to become more or less competently dialectical." (p. 99) P. «*•

Adler, Dialectic , International Library of Psycholo , ..ilo-

sophy and Scientific Method, London, 1927.
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According to the meaning of the term eristic, n*e might

seek the nature of the motive operating in an individual. But

this approach would only reveal an explanation of the source

or cause of an argument. A given individual could have objec-

tionable motives but have, at the same tine, a valuable theory;

or an individual might have the best possible motives and hold

or put forth an erroneous proposition. . otives, therefore, do

not furnish criteria for judg' ' eas.

However, the moral objection to the Sophists made by Plato

is well-founded, for it involves dishonesty which conceals the

real ends sought by the disputants. They were not interested,

according to Plato, in achieving knowledge but in other ends

which they were reluctant to admit. In this sense, knowledge

was not the goal; it was a I to Bone other implicit end.

There is no objection to using knowledge for concrete ends

—

this is the function of knowledge « Rather the objection lies

13
in the refusal to examine the ends philosophically. * Insofar

as the Sophists were guilty of withholding information, they

12
e cannot go into detail on all Plato's objections to

eristic dialectic. Additional comments on eristic are found
in Plato's Theaetetus ; io7; Republic V-.J

.
, 539; and of course

in the Sophist , 230-231, 259, which have already been reviewed.
In the following pages, we shall briefly examine the differences
between rhetoric and dialectic as seen by Socrates; This is closely
connected with the problem of "true" and "false'' methods dis-
cussed above and provides a way of avoiding errors in dialectic.

13
The moral objection seems to be most prevalent in the

early dialogues where Socrates dominates the conversation. For
this thesis the metaphysical conflict is attributed more to Plato
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were confusin£ the process of inquiry and preventing clarifi-

cation and understanding of issues involved in the study.

An example of the sophistic "dishonesty" is found in

Phaedrus.^ Principles characteristic of rhetoric and ora-

tory, which for Plato is eristic discourse, are contrasted

with principles found in elenchus discourse. The topic is in-

troduced by Phaedrus who has just heard a speech by Lysias.

Lysias had held forth on the nature of love; Phaedrus read the

text of the speech to Socrates. After Phaedrus finished, So-

crates hinself gave a speech on the subject of love, which

Phaedrus hailed as much superior to the one given by LysicS.

The conflicting speeches about love soon provoked an investi-

gation about the nature of oratory and its relationship to

knowledge in general. Since Phaedrus was thoroughly confused

about the subject of love, Socrates selected another example. •>

than to Socrates. Jocrotes, as he is dramatized by Plato, ap-
pears to be more sceptical than his student. Witness this
"statement by Lod^e: "If we are to accept the account given by
Plato, his 'elderly friend' was convinced of three things:
(1) of hi3 datum , the world of change; (2) of his problem,
namely, the necessity of discovering a final ideal, which
should transcend the world of ch and (3) of his own 'ig-
norance', i.e . his personal failure to reach a satisfactory
solution of his problem." Rupert C. Lod,[.

, [ - llosophy
of Plato , pp. 26, 27.w

Here the problem of Plato's quarrel with the Sophists;
the conflict of the two views of reality and the "fairness" of
Plato with regard to the Sophists' views will not be discussed.
The "Sophists" here refer to Plato's description of the So-
phists and the dishonesty he attributes to them.

15
Phaedrus . 260, translated by B. Jowett, 3rd ed.
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He gave the example of a man who upon having heard about

the usefulness of a horse in war, although he had never seen

a horse, went to buy one. An unscrupulous entrepreneur, per-

ceiving the customer's ignorance, set about to sell the victim

an ass for a horse. He was able to do so by virtue of vague

ideas held by the victi.i and by exploiting the resemblance of

a horse to an ass, weaving truth into falsehood. Indeed, a

good rhetorician knows the difference between the falsehood

he argues and the truth in reality.^ In any case, the ob-

ject of rhetorical discourse is not achieving knowledge out

is securing another end—regardless of the truth—in this ex-

ample, monetary gain* Rhetoric, therefore, is defined as:

... a universal art of enchanting the mind by argumtnts;
which is practised not only in courts and public assem-
blies, but in private houses also, having to do with all
matters, great as well as small, good and bad alike, and
is in all equally right, and equally to be esteemed ...^7

Rhetoric then, is properly called an "art." It employs know-

ledge but does not seek to increase one's knowledge , even though

rhetoricians often pretend to be doing so.

The first obvious flaw of the rhetorician, according to

Socrates, is the manner in which he defines his central, idea.

Like Lysia3' definition of love, the rhetoricians give a

vague definition which allows subsequent errors to be included

16
Ibid .. 262.

17
Ibid .. 261.
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and presupposes the desired end that the arguer aims for. lg If

one is interested in achieving understanding, the approach is

the opposite of the rhetorician's. The dialectical approach

observes a principle of clarity:

the comprehension of scattered particulars in one
idea; as in our definition of love, which whether true
or false, certainly gave clearness and consistency to
the discourse, the" speaker should define his several
notions and so make his meaning clear »

"

The concept of the One and the MNfcy, is undeniably present

here; however, it is not necessarily predominating in light

of a subsequent comment by Socrates which \;e shall study in

a moment,"

The second principle found in dialectic follov;s from the

first, for Socrates. It is bound up with the first in that the

primary ideas clarify "the i .
' In Socrates' words, the se-

cond principle is:

that of division into species according to the natural
formation, where the joint is, not breaking any part as a

bad carver night. Just as our two discourses, Likt as-
sumed, first of all, a single form of unreason; and then,
as the body which from being one becomes double and n.ay

be divided into a right side and a left side, each having
parts right and left of the same naaOj—after this r;.anner

the speaker proceeded to divide the parts of the left side

IS
Ibid., 264.

19
Ibid ., 2 .

20
In the above quotation, the notion of the "one idea" seems

to refer to a general proposition, or what would be called a gen-
eral proposition today. It nay also, for Plato j refer to an
eternal Form, but this is in addition to the use that actually
is present in the context of the dialogue itself.
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and did not desist until he found in them an evil or left-

handed love which he justly reviled, and the other dis-
course leading us to the madness which lay on the right
side, found another love, also having the same name, but
divine, which the speaker held up before us and applauded
and affirmed to be the author of the greatest benefits.^

Disregarding the question of love being discussed, and focusing

upon the principle of analysis, the latter' s function seems to

consist in placing apparently incomprehensible existences into

individual, formulated kinds of things

—

i^e. species. This

does not involve severing or separating individual existences

so that they are unrelated to each other, for division into

"species" is possible because of a relationship the Many has

with the One.

Again it may be argued (admittedly evidence points this

way) that by One, Plato meant an eternal Form. If one adopts

this position, then comments which point to another definition

have to be ignored. For instance, the reason Socrates gives

for using these two principles is not the existence of a Form,

for he says:

I am myself a great lover of these processes of di-
vision and generalization; they help me to speak and to

think. And if I find any man who is able to see "a One

and Kany" in nature, him I follow . .. 2*

Certainly, Socrates 1 reason for using this technique is not

that the Form, "the One," is the only criterion which can ex-

plain "the many." Socrates uses the technique because it aids

him in thinking and in expressing his views. Jowett's trans-

21
Ibid .. 266.

22
Ibid .. 266.
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lation and the substitution of "generalization" for the "one

idea," then would appear to be justified, for the function of

"the one" is the same as a general proposition or a concept.

The fact that Socrates seems to be impressed with his own ig-

norance would lend support to this interpretation. 2
-' Even if

Plato postulated the possible existence of a Form which, if

known, explains the many, his actual use of the term is that

of a general proposition which is inclusive and broad enough

to account for things that at first glance appear to be un-

related.

There would appear to be sufficient grounds, therefore,

for concluding that the major function of the mystical One

was essentially that of a general proposition, i.e . a gener-

al concept which defines and interprets many diverse and ap-

parently unrelated phenomena. A. D. V*inspear, writing on Pla-

tonic thought, concedes this; "even in the clear, cold light

of science," he relates, "avoiding the shadows and half-lights

of mystical ecstasy, we need not dismiss the distinction de-

2.L.
veloped by Greek idealism as absurd and useless." "inspear

23
In r.eno , 97-9#> (translation by Jowett) Socrates suggests

that there is no difference between "right opinion" and "know-
ledge," with right opinion as good a guide to conduct as know-
ledge. Socrates thinks there might be a difference in reality
but he himself is unsure. For he says, "I too speak rather in
ignorance; I only conjecture; and yet, that knowledge differs
from true opinion is no matter of conjecture with me."

24
A. D. Winspear, The Genesis of Plato's Thought , p. 277.
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has in mind Plato's Forms—in particular, the function of the

One in explaining the Kany. The germ of truth -inspear at-

tributes to the terms is illustrated in problems connected

with history; he writes:

The historian who feels a sense of obligation to
truth does not have a passion to learn so much what
was as what happened. He does not seek to delineate
a set of static institutions but to grasp the dynamics
of a developing situation. It is true that for this
purpose he makes the distinction between appearance
and reality, but he uses the more static, the more
abstract, the more universal, as instruments with
which to understand the more changing, the more par-
ticular, and the more concrete. This is the pro-
found difference between Platonic idealism and the
modern philosophy of science. And yet, here, too,
there is an aspect of the truth in Plato's treat-
ment of the matter which ancient materialists ne-
cessarily overlooked. 2 ?

Moreover, at one time, Plato held that all ideas should

be treated as hypotheses. This view is found in the Phaedo ;

Here Socrates proposes that before we "see or perceive in any

way," we must have "a knowledge" of the Forms. However, men

are born without any knowledge that they are aware of, and they

must acquire it. ' The world of things—of appearance, presents

25
Ibid ., p. 277. Winspear is not denying that the mystical

aspects of the Forms are present, nor that the only "meaning"
of the term is a general proposition. He seems to be saying
that the function of the Forms, as a general proposition, is
the only defensible aspect of the concept of Forms. I am
willing to go further and to propose that, in the dialogues,
the major function of the concept of Forms is that of a gen-
eral proposition.

26
Phaedo . 75, translated by B. Jowett, 3rd ed.

27
Ibid .. 73-74.
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a picture of change and the individual can lose himself in this

unstable realm of movement and flux, Man's only recourse,

therefore, is to adopt a method which will purify his ideas.

That method, for Socrates, consists in the following:

I first assumed some principle which I judged to be
the strongest, and then I affirmed as true whatever seemed
to agree with this, whether relating to the cause or to
anything else, and that which disagreed I regarded as
untrue ,29

toe must conclude then, that for Socrates, ideas in the mind of

man are not eternal Forms, for he "assumed some principle."

In other words, whatever Socrates postulates concerning the ex-

istence of eternal forms, the idea in the mind of man is a ten-

tative propositional assumption. It is as if Socrates, in his

many arguments, discovered that a general idea or assumption,

like that of cultural lag, for instance - enables man to under-

stand the nature of things a little better by virtue of its

ability to explain, categorize and relate many apparently di-

verse phenomena. At the same time, being impressed with the

confusing world of concrete reality in a state of perpetual

change, he was tempted to view his instrument as divine: for

when faced with the complex problems of isolated percepts, the

occurrence of a comprehensive idea which accounts for them

might well appear as a "revelation."

23
Ibid .. 79-31.

29
Ibid .. 100.
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In summary, it can be said, agreeing with Socrates, that

one of the procedures of inquiry is to assume a general prin-

ciple, define it as clearly as possible, then to follow out

the implications, dividing into "species according to the

natural formulation, where the joint is." V.e shall call this

30
the "process of division to generalization nJ and shall sup-

pose, moreover, that one of the goals of inquiry is to develop

general "laws" of nature.

The definition given to "laws" can be demonstrated by an

additional explanation of the process of generalization to

division. Inquiry, so to speak, "moves" alternatively in two

directions. It may proceed according to a loose "deductive"

mode—generalization to division. How, in a particular stage,

inquiry happens to move, depends upon what the problem is

centered around at the time. If the inquiry is concerned with

a set of particular facts, then it will proceed from division

to generalization; if, on the other hand, inquiry is focused

upon a generalization, it will move toward division.

Here it is assumed that (a) existential facts exist in

30
"Generalization" is not meant to indicate the strict

scientific usage of the term. The term is used in a more
ordinary sense to denote the act of deriving a general prin-
ciple from a set of particulars.
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certain relationships with one another and that (b) a generali-

zation is the conceptualization of that relationship. If one

is dealing with a generalization, then it is "natural" to ap-

ply this to individual facts which we call the process of gen-

eralization to division and, if one is concerned with a set of

facts, the movement is toward the formulation of a generalization.

A more detailed account of the relationships of facts to the gen-

eralizations of those facts is given by Stephen G. Pepper.

Pepper divides reality, generally, between "hypotheses"

and "facts" with both "facts and hypotheses Ccooperating} to

guarantee the factuality and truth of each other IP 1 According

to Pepper, a given set of facts embodies a particular relation-

ship which "inspires" an hypothesis; the original set of facts

being the hypothesis 1 "root metaphor."

The root metaphor theory is the theory that a world
hypothesis to cover all facts is framed in the first in-

stance on the basis of a rather small set of facts and

then expanded in reference so as to cover all facts.32

The difference between our terms, division and generali-

zation, and Pepper's terms lies in the fact that ours is trans-

lated into terms of action. The last quotation of Pepper's,

31
Stephen C. Pepper, "The Root Ketaphor Theory of Meta-

physics," The Journal of Philosophy . July 4, 1935, 32:367.
32

Ibid ., p. 369.
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translated into action, (or rather into the activity of inquiry)

would appear as follows: (1) a problem arises concerning facts

(let us suppose the facts are human behavior of a particular

kind), (2) we study the behavior and find a particular condition

(let us suppose a particular belief), and (3) we state that be-

lief in propositional terms, then "expand" it "so as to cover

all facts." Then, (4) we apply it to other more unrelated facts

(behavioral acts), and finally, we (5) revise or reformulate

the original generalization in light of discoveries made in

stage (4). The movement of the entire process then reads thus:

It begins with a process of division to generalization (stages

(1) through (4); Somewhere in stage (3) it shifts to its oppo-

site and proceeds from generalization to division (stages (3)

through (4) ). The last stage (5) represents a process which

resembles that of division to generalization but differs quali-

tatively, so that it is more properly called a process of re-

formulation.

The next process of dialectic to be considered is the pro-

cess of question and answer. This aspect of dialectic can

cause a certain amount of confusion if we take too literally

a few statements by Plato which seem to identify dialectic

and the process of question and answer. It could lead one to

mistakenly suppose that dialectic consisted solely in posing

and answering questions, and cross-examining. To avoid this

error, one must carefully study the contextual situation in
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which the association of question and answer with dialectic is

made.

In the Apology , for instance, Socrates explains to his fel-

low Athenians how he has invoked the wrath of many influential

people who pretended to knowledge but who really knew nothing.

These pretenders were exposed by cross-examination. 33 But here,

Socrates is calling attention to one aspect of dialectic, not to

the whole of dialectic. To see how this fits into the whole,

we should recall Socrates* objection to the eristic method of

conversing and the nature of rhetoric in general. The rhetori-

cian refuses to define his central idea and by so doing allows

and introduces error. 34 The process of question and answer is

a method of insuring that a minimum of error occurs.

A good example is found in the discussion between Protagoras

and Socrates. After discussing virtue for a time, Socrates

forces Protagoras into a position that the latter dislikes. Pro-

tagoras, instead of demonstrating logically how he thinks Socra-

tes is in error, resorts to a rhetorical method, giving a long

and involved answer in which certain, dubious assertions appeared. 35

33
-', 'b;: . 33 a

transit tad Dl B« Jotftt i 3rd td«
34

Another example of the rhetorical method to which Socrates
objects can be found in Gorgias . 44#-449. Polus, when asked a
question, makes a speech which fails to define the terms in
question. Socrates begins the process of question and answer to
discover what Polus means.

35
Protagoras . 333-335, translated by B. Jowett, 3rd ed.
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Socrates objects to this method, and eventually a compromise is

reached and the inquiry is resumed. The following excerpt de-

monstrates how the question and answer principle is used and

how it comes to be employed:

I answer, Socrates, he said, that all these qualities
are parts of virtue, and that four out of the five are to
some extent similar, and that the fifth of them which is
courage, is very different from the other four, as I prove
in this way: You may observe that many men are utterly un-

righteous, unholy, intemperate, ignorant, who are neverthe*
less remarkable for their courage.

Stop, I said; I should like to think about that.
When you speak of brave men, do you mean the confident,
or another sort of nature?

Yes, he said; I mean the impetuous, ready to go at
that which others are afraid to approach.

In the next placrs, you would affirm yirtue to be a
good thing, of which good thing you assert yourself to be
a teacher.

Yes, he said; I should say the best of all things,
if I am in my right mind.

And i3 it partly good and partly bad, I said, or
wholly good?

Wholly good, and in the highest degree.
Tell me then; who are they who have confidence when

diving into a well?
I should say, the divers.
And the reason of this is that they have knowledge?
Yes, that is the reason.
And who have confidence when fighting on horseback-

the skilled horseman or the unskilled?
The skilled.
And who when fighting with light shields-the pel-

tasts or the nonpeltasts?
The peltasts. And that is true of all other things,

he said, if that is your point: those who have knowledge
are more confident than those who have no knowledge, and
they are more confident after they have learned that be-
fore.

And have you not seen persons utterly ignorant, I
said, of these things, and yet confident about them?
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Yes, he said, I have seen such persons far too con-
fident.

And are not these confident persons also courageous?
In that case, he replied, courage would be a base

thing, for the men of whom we are speaking are surely
madmen.

Then who are the courageous? Are they not the con-
fident?

Yes, he said, to that statement I adhere.
And those, I said, who are thus confident without

knowledge are really not courageous, and being the most
confident are also the bravest, and upon that view again
wisdom will be courage.**

In this excerpt, Protagoras states his position. Before

he goes on, Socrates interrupts with a question. Protagoras

answers and this is followed with another question and so on.

By successive stages, the implications of Protagoras* defini-

tion are delineated. Without the question and answer interval,

these implications could have gone unnoticed. However, the

process of question and answer occurs within the larger frame-

work of generalization and division. It is, more or less, de-

finitive of a phase of division whether that division is pro-

ceeding from a former generalization or to a new generalization.

Therefore, the process of question and answer can be subsumed

under the larger process of generalization and division.

Finally, the last quotation in the selection represents

stage (5) the culmination of the process of reformulation.

Socrates* new position in a sense depends upon the results of

all the previous discussion. Previous generalizations of this

36
Ibid .. 349-351.
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point are reduced to a more elementary status and become the

basis for the reformulation of stage (5). The actual process

of reformulation "reaches back" or overlaps the other areas

and incorporates the results of the previous processes with the

final reformulation depending upon the previous comments. In

any given inquiry, a problem is raised; it is defined and then

examined: During the examination, the original definition is

found to be untenable and, or the basis of the new information

derived from the examination, we are led to a new position or

a new definition of the problem. At a given stage, the discus-

sion can be said to be leading to this reformulation; there

occurs, in short, gradual, minute changes until a qualitative

change in the nature of the inquiry can be seen. That is to

say, at a given point, the observations in the inquiry are

"moving" toward a reformulation; hence the third and last pro-

cess is the process of reformulation.

Dialectic, therefore, consists of three Major processes,

(1) the process of generalization and division, (2) the

process of question and answer, and (3) the process of refor-

mulation. These processes are not different kinds of dialectics

but aspect of a single dialectic in which each individual pro-

cess overlaps and intermingles with the other, so that we can-

not divide a dialectical inquiry into hard, fast categories.

Bearing in mind the qualifications placed upon Plato T s
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doctrine of Forms and the observations made about the nature

of the dialectical process, let us now turn to a few general

views of dialectic found in the Republic . Socrates describes

to Glaucon how dialectic achieves knowledge, as follows:

... reason herself attains by the power of dialectic, us-
ing the hypothesis not as first principles, but only as
hypotheses—that is to say, as steps and points of de-
parture into a world which is above hypotheses, in order
that she may soar beyond them to first principle of the
whole; and clinging to this and then to that which de-
pends on this, by successive 3tep3 she descends again
without tne aid of any sensible object, from ideas,
through ideas, and in ideas she ends. 3'

Again, be it noted that the notion of Plato T s Forms has been

discarded and the position has been taken that, insofar as

Socrates (Plato) has insisted that he "knows nothing," i.e .

has never attained or achieved pure knowledge, his use of a

"first principle" was essentially that of a tentative, general

proposition.

There seens to be a "faith" that the eternal Form exists

but seldom, if ever, is the actual existence of the Form given

as grounds for dialectic. One last example should be sufficient

to establish this point. Therefore, let us look at a mystical

recapitulation of this "hope" found in Socrates' summation of

the highest ascent of dialectic: he relates:

37
!epubiic t VI, 41, translated by B. Jowett, 3rd ed.
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And so Glaucon, I said, we have at last arrived at

the hymn of dialectic. This is that strain which is of

the intellect only, but which the faculty of sight will
nevertheless be found to imitate; for sight, as you may
remember, was imagined by us after a while to behold the
real animals and stars, and last of all the sun itself.
And so with dialectic: when a person starts on the dis-
covery of the absolute by the light of reason only, and

without any assistance of sense, and perseveres until
by pure intelligence he arrives at the perception of the

absolute good, he at last finds himr-elf at the end of

the intellectual world, as in the case of sight at the
end of the visible. 38

But Socrates, when questioned by Glaucon about the paths

to this "absolute, n fails to produce any concrete suggestions,

and comments that he fears Glaucon is not capable of following

his thoughts. Instead, Socrates proposes that people who hold

unexamined opinions fail to perceive whatever unifying idea

there may be implicit in their opinions. This man cannot be

said to have knowledge:

For when a man knows not his own first principle,
and when the conclusion and intermediate steps are also
constructed out of he knows not what, how can he imagine _„
that such a fabric of convention can ever become science?-5^

In other words, the grounds for the use of dialectic are to be

found in the clarity achieved by the use of a central idea.

The grounds for dialectic are not necessarily the existence of

Forms, although if forms did exist, they would give additional

38
c, VII, 532, translated by 13. Jowett, 3rd ed.

39
Ibid., 533.
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force to the argument. Dialectic, then aids one in developing

a general proposition which accounts for immediate, sensible

appearances.

Whatever the case nay be about the substantial existence

of Forms, the practical existential use of this doctrine, for

Plato, is the development of a eneral concent. Dialectic, then

becomes a means to that end:

Dialectic, and dialectic alone, goes directly to the
first principles and io the only science which does away
with hypotheses in order to make her ground secure; the
eye of the 30ul, which is literally buried in outlandish
slough, is by her gentle aid lifted upwards; and she uses
as handmaids and helpers in the work of - conversion, the
science which we have been discussing.'

1

One other distinction made by Plato, 1 believe, might be

dubious. He seems to insist that ideas are separate from sen-

sible data; this insistence could be interpreted as meaning

that one need not ultimately refer one's ideas to concrete,

sensible entities. This approach would represent one extreme.

On the other hand, we have the Eaconian empiricist method of

"sticking to the facts," which would represent a polar opposite.

The position of this thesis is seen to be a middle course in

which the "One and the iany" are inseparable. This view was

expressed in the section dealing with the process of generali-

zation and division (see comments about Pepper's "Root Meta-

phor" theory) and in the section on "the Goal of Philosophy";

it need not, therefore, be discussed here.

40
Ibid., 533.
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An Example of Dialectic

An example of part of the dialectical process in relation

to the process of question and answer has been studied. Now,

we are ready to look at a more complete section of dialectic.

This presents certain problems, however, for the process is

long and one cannot reproduce an entire dialogue. Since this

is out of the question, a compromise must be made. A feasible

alternative is to select a part of a dialogue which illustrates

the principle features of dialectic. With this in mind, let

us look at section 494-497 of Gorelaa .

Soc. ... And now would you say that life of the (494)
intemperate is happier than that of the temperate? Do I

not convince you that the opposite is the truth?
Gal, You do not convince me, Socrates, for the one

who has filled himself has no longer any pleasure left;
and this, as I was just now Bftying, is the life of a

stone; he has neither joy nor sorrow after he is once
filled; but the pleasure depends on the superabundance
of the influx.

Soc. But the more you pour in, the greater the
waste; and the holes must be large for the liquid to es-
cape.

Cal. Certainly,
Soc. The life which you are now depicting is not

that of a dead man, or of a stone, but of a cormorant,
you mean that he i3 to be hungering and eating?

Gal. Yes.
Soc. And he is to be thirsting and drinking?
Cal. Yes, that is what I mean; he is to have all

his desires about him, and to be able to live happily in
the gratification of them,

Soc, Capital, excellent; go on as you have begun,
and have no shame: and first, will you tell me whether
you include itching and scratching, provided you have
enough of them and pass your life in scratching, in your
notion of happiness?

Cal. What a strange being you are, Socrates 1 a
regular mob-orator.
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Soc. That '/as the reason, Callicles, why I scared
Polus and Gorgias, until they were too modest to say what
they thought; but you will not be too modest and will not
be scared, for you are a brave man. And now, answer my
question.

Cal. I answer, then even the scratcher would live
pleasantly.

Soc. And if pleasantly, then also happily?
Cal. To be sure.
Soc. But what if the itching is not confined to the

head? Shall I pursue the question? And here, Callicles,
I would have you consider how you would reply if conse-
quences are pressed upon you, especially if in the last
resort you are asked, whether the life of a catamite is
not terrible, foul, miserable? Or would you venture to
say, that they too are happy, if they only get enough of
what they want?

Cal. Are you not ashamed, Socrates, of introducing
such topics into the argument?

Soc. veil, my fine friend, but am I the introducer
of these topics, or he who says .jithout any qualification
that all who feel pleasure in whatever wanner are happy,
and who admits (495) of no distinction between good and
bad pleasures? And I would still ask, whether you say
that pleasure and good are the sarue, or whether there is
some pleasure which is not a good?

Sal* ell, then, for the sake of consistency, I

will say that they are the same.
Soc. You are breaking the original agreement, Cal-

licles, and will no longer be a satisfactory companion
in the search after truth, if you say what is contrary
to your real opinion.

Cal. <hy, that is what you are doing too, Socrates.
Soc. Then we are both doing wrong. Still, my dear

friend, I would ask you to consider whether pleasure
from whatever source derived , is the good; for, if this
be true, then the disagreeable consequences which have
been darkly intimated must follow, and many others.

Cal. That, Socrates, is only your opinion.
Soc. And do you, Callicles, seriously maintain what

you are 3aying?
Cal. Indeed 1 do.
Soc. Then, as you are in earnest, shall we proceed

with the argument?
Cal. By all means.
Soc. /.ell, if you are willing to proceed, determine

this question for me:- There is something, I presume, which
you would call knowledge?
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Cal. There is.
Soc. And were you not saying just now, that some

courage implied knowledge?
Cal. I was.
Soc. And you were speaking of courage and knowledge

as two things different from one another?
Cal. Certainly I was.
Soc. And would you say that pleasure and knowledge

are the same, or not the same?
Cal t Not the same, man of wisdom.
Soc. And would you say that courage differed from

pleasure?
Cal. Certainly.
Joe. ell, then, let us remember that Callicles, the

Acharnian, says that pleasure and good are the same; but
that knowledge and courage are not the same, either with
one another, or with the good.

Cal. And what does our friend Socrates, of Foxton,
say—does he assent to this, or not?

Soc. He does not assent; neither will Callicles,
when he sees hir.self truly. too. will admit, I suppose,
that good and evil fortune are opposed to each other?

Cal. Yes.
Soc. And if they are opposed to each other, then,

like health and disease, they exclude one another; a man
cannot have them both, or be without them both, at the
same time?

Cal. V/hat do you mean?
Soc. Take the case of any bodily gffection:- a man

may have the complaint in his eyes which is called opthal-
mia?

Cal. To be sure. (496)
Soc. Eut he surely cannot have the same eyes well

and sound at the same time?
Cal. Certainly rot.
Soc. And when he has got rid of his opthalmia,

has he got rid of the health of his eyes too? Is the
final result, that he gets rid of them both together?

Cal. Certainly not.
Soc. That would surely be marvellous and absurd?
Cal. Very.
Soc. I suppose that he is affected by them, and gets

rid of them in turns?
Cal. Yes.
Soc. And he may have strength and weakness in the

same way, by fits?
Cal. Yes.
Soc. Or swiftness and slowness?
Cal. Certainly.
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Soc. And does he have and not have good and happi-
ness, and their opposites, evil and misery, in a similar
alternation?

Cal. Certainly he has.
Soc. If then there be anything which a man has and

has not at the same time, clearly that cannot be good and
evil—do we agree? Please not to answer without consider-
ation.

Cal. I entirely agree.
Soc. Co back now to our former admissions. - Did you

say that to hunger, I Mftn the mere state of hunger, was
pleasant or painful?

Cal. I said painful, but that to eat when you are
hungry is pleasant.

Soc. I know; but still the actual hunger is painful:
am I not right?

Cal. Yes.
Soc. And thirst, too, is painful?
Cal. Yes, very.
Soc. Need I adduce any more instances, or would you

agree that all wants or desires are painful?
Cal. I agree, and therefore you need not adduce any

more instances.
Soc. Very good. And you would admit that to drink,

when you are thirsty, is pleasant?
Cal. Yes.
Soc. And in the sentence which you have just uttered,

the word "thirsty" implies pain?
Cal. Yes.
Soc. And the word "drinking" is expressive of plea-

sure, and of the satisfaction of the want?
Cal. Yes.
Soc. There is pleasure in drinking?
Cal. Certainly.
Soc. V/hen you are thirsty?
Cal. Yes.
Soc. And in pain?
Cal. Yes.
Soc. Do you see the inference:- that pleasure and pain

are simultaneous, when you say that being thirsty, you drink?
lor are they not simultaneous, and do they not affect at
the same time the same part, whether of the soul or the
body?—which of them is affected cannot be supposed to be of
any consequence: Is not this true?

Cal. It is.
Soc. You said also, that no man could have good and

evil fortune at the same time?
Cal. Yes, I did.
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Soc. But you admitted, that when in pain a man
might also have pleasure? (497)

Cal. Clearly.
Soc. Then pleasure is not the same as good fortune,

or pain the same as evil fortune, and therefore the good
is not the same as the pleasant?

Cal. I wish I knew, Socrates, what your quibbling
means.

Soc. You know, Callicles, but you affect not to
know.

Cal. .'ell, get on, and don't keep fooling: then you
will know what a wiseacre you are in your admonition of me.

Soc. Does a man cease from his thirst and from his
pleasure in drinking at the same tine.

Cal. I do not understand what you are saying.
Gor. Nay, Callicles, answer, if only for our sakes;-

we should like to hear the argument out.
Cal. Yes, Gorgiaj, but I must complain of the habi-

tual trifling of Socrates; he is always arguing about
little and unworthy questions.

Gor. 'hat matter? Your reputation, Callicles, is
not at stake. Let Socrates argue in hifl own fashion.

Cal. .ell, then, Socrates, you shall ask these
little peddling questions, since Gorgias wishes to have
them.

Soc. I envy you, Caliicle;, for having been initiated
into the great mysteries before you were initiated into
the lesser. I thought that this vvas not allowable. But
to return to our argument:- Does not a man cease from thirst-
ing and frori the pleasure of drinking at the same moment?

Cal. True/
Soc. And if he is hungry, or has any other desire,

does he not cease from the desire and the pleasure at the
same noment?

Cal. Very true.
Soc. Then he ceases from pain and pleasure at the

same moment?
Cal. Yes.
Soc. But he does not cease from good and evil at the

same moment, as you have admitted: do you still adhere to
what you said?

Cal. Yes, I do; but what is the inference?
Soc. Why, my friend, the inference is that the good

is not the same as the pleasant, or the evil the same as
the painful; there is a cessation of pleasure and pain at
the same moment; but not of good and evil, for they are
different, How then can pleasure be the same as good, or
pain as evil? And I would have you look at the matter in
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another light, vhich could hardly, I think, hsve been con-
sidered by you when you identified them: Are not the good
good because they have good present with ther., as the , ,

beautiful are those who have beauty present with therc?^

At the beginning of the selection quoted, Socrates restates

Callicles' view, namely, the intemperate life is the good life.

Socrates has just cited a myth used by Euripides to illustrate

how the intemperate man is like a leaky vessel which can never
^•2

be filled. Callicles, as his comments reveal in the selection,

is unshaken in his belief. Finding that Callicles is still con-

vinced of his belief, Socrates begins questioning him and elictis

an admission which allows Socrates to make a point (495a-c).

This portion of the selection demonstrates the process of gen-

eralization to division. In 495d, Socrates puts the generali-

zation into concrete terms, demonstrating to Callicles the ab-

surdity of his generalization.

The mode of progression through 495 is by the process of

question and answer, which occurs within the context of the

more general process of generalization and division. The pro-

cess of question and answer continues through 495 to 497, get-

ting further away from the original generalization. In 496,

there is a perceptible change. The discussion is now moving

from division to generalization. For instance, an "inference"

41
Jorgias . 494-497, translated by B. Jowett, 3rd ed.

42
Ibid .. 493.
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is made by oocrates at the close of 496: That la to say, a

new generalization has been made. And here, too, the mode of

profession has been by question and answer.

ien the conversation reaches 497b, it is evident that

another change has occurred. Gallicles himself is aware of

this, for he says, "1 wish 1 knew, Socrates, what your quibbling

means." At this point, the process of reformulation evidences

itself. :.nen our attention is focused on this particular as-

pect of the discussion, it can be seen how it "reaches back,"

so to speak, and utilizes all previous findings of the inquiry.

Not all of the elements of the former discussions are present,

but they are "'present" in the sense that they were necessary

to the development of the fixial statement.

The three processes, generalization to division or vice

versa, question and answer and reformulation, are not hard fast

categories. They overlap each other and are inextricably bound

up together such that they cannot be, separated. The processes

are aspects of a single process of inquiry to which the tei\
,

dialectic, is applied. The entire process of inquiry can be

broken down into these three major processes for purposes of

clarification, but the process is not divisible into three se-

parate entities.

There are several factors operating within the r.;ajor pro-

cess which furnish the basis for the process of inquiry. These

factors are as follows:
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(1) a concern with a common problem
(2) two or more opinions concerning the problem
(3) each participant must honestly give his true opinion

about the problem
(4) the opinion should be clearly defined
(5) there is an interaction ofQopinions
(o) a new opinion is evolved.-*^

It is hardly necessary to study each of the factors in

detail; for the reading of the selection from Gor^ias should

make most of them obvious. Therefore only one example of each

factor shall be cited.

Factor (1) and (2) can be seen in 494 where the problem

of the "good" is raised and Callicles' position concerning the

problem is seated* it this point, Jocrates* final position

is not yet evident for, at the moment, he is objecting to

Callicles' view (oocrates' "view f: is here a reaction to Calli-

cles f position), iiowever, there exists a problem with which

the two are concerned and two different views of that problem

are presented.

Factor (3)| each person must give his honest view or

opinion about the problem, is especially important. How, it

would appear that (3) is only another facet of (1), the con-

cern with a common problem. However, "concern" is not always

interpreted by people to entail the divulging of one's honest

39
These six factors roughly correspond to an observation

made by another writer: Cecil i.iller sets forth five "features"
of dialectic-viz. , "(1) It involves two or more points of view
(2) concerned with a common problem so stated that (3) each
viewpoint modifies the problem and also (4) develops as the
problem becomes clearer, until (5) a comprehensive solution
is discovered." Cecil H. Miller, "Dialectical Reasoning,"
Unpublished Manuscript, Kansas State University, n.d.
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opinions about a problem. The addition of factor (3) is, there-

fore, justified. The end result of not observing factor (3)

is the withholding of information, and the impairment of in-

quiry. Socrates recognizes this and twice in 495a-b, he re-

monstrates Callicles for not being earnest. Finally, we

should mention that this factor is one of the manifestations

of the value of truth discussed in the first section of this

thesis.

The next factor, (4) f
clearly defining one's opinion,

has been discussed in detail in the section of the rhetorician's

method of argument. Here we need only point out Callicles'

reluctance to admit what his generalisation means in concrete

terms to see this factor working. Socrates breaks down Calli-

cles' idea into definitive cases (494a-c). Callicles rejects

this, accusing Socrates of "quibbling" and of being vulgar.

The next factor (5) is to be seen best in passages 496

through 497. For instance, in 496b-d, some of Callicles'

ideas are intermingled with views of Socrates. At this point,

the two philosophers are admitting previous assumptions—some

of which have been made by Socrates and others by Callicles.

To point to a specific case, let, us reviev the following:

^oc. If then therr be anything which a man has
and has not at the same time, clearly that cannot be
good and evil—do we agree?

Cal. I entirely agree.
Soc. Go back now to our former admissions. Did

you say that to hunger, I mean the state of hunger, was
pleasant or painful?
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The first statement originated with Socrates and to this Calli-

cles agrees. The second statement was originally Callicles 1

and Socrates bring this into a relationship with the first.

Finally, both cooperate to produce the later generalization.

The last factor (6) the solution to the problem, is the

most obvious. It is hardly necessary to discuss it. ve shall,

rather, turn to an evaluation of dialectic in relation to the

other sections in the thesis.

REFORMULATION AND CONCLUSION

Reasons for Inquiry Proceeding Dialectically

In the first section, it was argued that certain conditions

found in our social environment produce a value of truth in

people. The desire for truth, we argued, emerged from a set

of factual necessities, focusing around (a) knowledge to con-

trol nature, (b) kindness and (c) hard work. All of these

are essential for physical survival and avoidance of pain,-*-

The preceding discussion of dialectic demonstrated an in-

sistence on the part of Socrates for the disputants to be "truth-

ful"—to honestly put forth their actual opinions on a subject.

One of the important factors found in dialectic is, therefore,

1
See page 20 of this thesis.
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number (3); one must honestly give his true opinion. Not only

does the value of truth start or begin inquiry, but it main-

tains and preserves the inquiry until a solution is reached.

Moreover, if, as it has been argued, many people hold beliefs

unconsciously by virtue of their social behavior, then the

value of truth operating in inquiry could be instrumental in

forcing this belief into a conscious form. And cognizance of

the existence of unconscious beliefs promotes inquiry so that

beliefs can be consciously known. In the section, "Conditions

Under /hich Philosophy "ust Work," the following conditions

were found to characterize reality:

(1) There is a pluralistic universe of conscious thought

in which many common sense judgments, opinions, beliefs and

theories exist concerning the probler;, no one of which accounts

for the problem in its entirety.

(2) Accompanying the conscious ideas, there is a world of

unconscious beliefs introduced by new forces and innovations

intruding into the environment.

(3) The upshot of (1) and (2) is contradiction between

beliefs, conflict between beliefs, inconsistencies, and con-

fusion.

(4) The history of events reveals a world in a perpetual

state of change with new environmental innovations introducing

qualitatively new conditions. Finally, it was concluded that

if "truth" is to be achieved, at least one requirement must

be met: there must be some sort of interaction or "cormruni-
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2
cation" between diverse theories and beliefs. Therefore,

when the dialectic process is studied, two factors are most

obviously present—viz., there are two or more opinions pre-

sent and those opinions interact with one another. Dialectic

grows, so to speak, out of the social universe and the condi-

tions found therein.

One of the first conclusions, therefore, from the evidence

put forth is that inquiry la social in character. Inquiry

is primarily social for three reasons: First, because of

the pluralistic world of discourse in which opinions and ideas

are partially correct and partially wrong. Second, because of

the phenomena of social innovations introducing new factors

which necessitate change of some kind in behavior and be-

liefs. And third, because of the necessity of "comruri cation"

between the existing, diverse theories ftju! beliefs. The dia-

lectical method of inquiry exhibits the social characteristics

proposed by the conditions mentioned above* J more correct

way of stating this would be that dialectic is a set of con-

ditions brought about by a problem arising in I set of social

circumstances in whj ch two or more opinions about that problem

interact and finally go through a metamorphosis in which a

"new" opinion is evolved.

2

See page 45.
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Dialectic is a name that has been given to the processes

that result from the interactions of ideas and beliefs. It is

discovered in conversations which are concerned with problem

solving. Hot every conversation, as we suggested, embodies

the necessary conditions, for not every conversation is con-

cerned .-.ith achieving understanding, BovoYor, probably all

conversations which purport to discover solutions to problems

incorporate sc.e itialeetical principles. Unfortunately, ade-

quate documentation of this is not possible in this thesis.

One interesting nanifestation of this can be seen in the role

that soliloquies have 1.. d in literature. The reason for

this would seen to lie In the fact that th« soliloquy answers

to a uethod that people employ in solving problems. An author

recreates the T,clear thinking" of the soliloquizer—and it

proceeds dialectically. It is thinking "out loud"; that is to

say, conversation and "thinking" are simultaneous.

:e objection could be raised at this point, viz . , the

soliloquy is a "private affair" and dialectic is a social en-

tity. Hovrever, this is not an insurmountable problem. An

individual can solve proulems without the actual presence of

men who hold, contrary opinions. The individual assumes a po-

sition or adopts an hypothesis, defends it, criticizes it;

assumes another position and applies it to the problem. In
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short, he attempts to do the sane thin:: that a Oroup of indi-

viduals v?ould r^o if they were collectively working on the pro-
3

blem. The reasons for the individual proceeding dialectically

are the seme as for a group; given a problen and .;iven many

opinions about the problen with some right and some wrong,

there must ensue an interaction of the opinions. The process

remains primarily a "social process," for the opinions with

which the individual begins, originate in his environment and

finally the last opinion he evolves is eventually modified by

other people's criticism (presuming he will make public his

ideas.)

A Value of Conflict

after studying the characteristic- of inquiry, it would

appear that one other "value" should be added. This will be

called the value of conflict. The discussion of this value

has been deferred until now because it arises from recogni-

tion of all the factors of our social environment and the pro-

cess of inquiry itself. The value can be contrasted with its

opposite, the value of harmony. Harmony is used most frequently

in the social world to secure agreement on "important issues;"

3
An example of a "private dialectic" is to be found in 355-

356 of nlato'5 Protagoras , Socrr<tes assumes the positions of
other people and carries on an imaginary conversation.
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with the end result of this ov r--" isistence upon harmony, the

ignoring of serious problems that exist in a world. This Taint

keeps opposing opinions s ihates the possibility

of an interaction of beliefs which is necessary to the solution

of any problem.

The value of conflict, on the other hand, leads people to

intentionally bring together opposing, contradictory opinions.

tn the value of truth acting as a balance, there is a check

on the unfortunate extreme that conflict of lders can assume*

The history of any culture demonstrates the fact of conflict;

often, unfortunately, in the form of war or domestic strife.

Undoubtedly, all varieties of conflict are suspect because of

the results of the more undesirable conflicts.

An alternative to emphasizing the opposite, harmony, is

to utilize conflict by elevating it to a desirable status

where it can be controlled. Ones conflict is sophisticated, a

factor is introduced which promotes inquiry into problems

which will, in turn, provide a means of solving problems tend-

ing to precipitate physical strife. For instance, when an indi-

vidual adopts a theory or an idea about something, he will keep

that theory until he finds it inadequate. However, if the

individual is cognizant of the likelihood of his idea being

partially wrong, and cognizant of the value of conflict with

other views as leading to a clarification and reformulation

of his idea; he then will "expose" his ideas, preferably to
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those who disagree with I .

The value of conflict can be seen in the nature of the pro-

cess of inquiry itself. Partici] of dialectical reason-

ing, it has been shown, take a position, define it clearly and

give their honest opinions concerning their position. la other

word' 1

, every participant tries to honestly iefend his position*,

abandoning it only when the evidence points in another direction,

As Mortimer Rdler states the case, dialectic "requires partisan-

ship. " His comments on the aspect of conflict : n inquiry seem,

in ray opinion, to be very important* He writes that:

Actual controversy occurs when t 1 re engaged
in dispute. It is evident that such dispute could only
occur because the two individuals in question are in sone
way partisan. Tney have- taken sides; they are defending
or attacking beliefs or propositions. Partisanship, then,
is an essential factor in the event of dialectic. But
partisanship does not necessarily imply an actual duality
of individual minds; it exists wherever opposition occurs
in discourse and remains unresolved* Fhe preciation
of such opposition, and the attempt to resolve it re-
quires partisanship, whether the appreciation be the act
of a single mind or the result of two minds in intellec-
tual conflict.*

It bo concluded then, that because of the value of

truth and the conditions under which "truth" is achieved, one

must include into the universe of discourse a value of intel-

lectual conflict: For intellectual conflict is necessary to

the attainment of a better statement of the nature of things.

4
. ortircer J. Adler, Dialectic , p. 29,
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Conflict, on the level of inquiry, lead3 to agreement or

mony" with the latter a result of conflict.

CONCLUSION

:- of dialectic ;iven to the actual process

and activity of inquiry. In summary, the chief characteristic!

of inquiry have been outlined and discussed; they can be listed

as follows:

I. (1) the process of generalisation and division
(2) the proce33 of question and answer
(3) the process of refer. Lon

II. (1) a concern with a common oroblem
(2) two or norc opinions concerning the probl
(3) each participant must honestly give his true

opinion about the probl
the opinion should be clearly defined
there is an interaction of opinions

(6) a new opinion is evolved
III. (l) a value of truth

(2) a value of conflict

i*i

To conclude, the term dialectic refers to a set of condi-

tions which, when entering into a contextual relationship with

each other, clarify existing opinions, alter inadequate ideas

and evolve new ideas. Moreover, dialectic is essentially a

never-ending process; with new statements being only temporary

terminals to be one day re-examined when new problems arise

which question their adequacy.
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The purpose of this t a is to account for the nature of

the process of inquiry. It is argued that inquiry proceeds dia-

lectically and that cognizance of the principles found in the

process leads to discovery and insight. Generally, the theory

developed in the thesic is as follows: (a) dialectic refe:

to a set of princi; 1 'id processes found in inquiry, (b)

the principles and processes grow out of a set of environmen-

tal factors, and (c) the process of inquiry is exhibited in

certain types of conversations.

The procedure of the thesis is, first, to study the

grounds or basil for inquiry, secondly, to study an actual

process of inquiry, and finally, to state the principle charac-

teristics of the process of inquiry. The first three sections

are concerned with hui nd social phenomena which set limi-

tations tc inquiry and furnish a set of conditions which

promote inquiry. ASKttg the latter, there it seen to be an

"impulse to insight" which promotea or starts the problem

solving process and maintains the activity until a satisfying

solution is evolved.

The social phenomena under which inquiry must work are

characterized by four conditions:

(1) There is z pluralistic universe of conscious thought



in which nany common sense judgments, opinions, beliefs, and

theories exist concerning the problem, no one of which accounts

for the problem in its entiret".

(2) Accompanying the conscious ideas, there is a world

of unconscious beliefs introduced by new forces and innovations

intruding into the environment.

(3) The upshot of (1) and (2) is contradiction between

beliefs, conflict between oeliefs, inconsistencies and con-

fusion.

(4) The history of events demonstrates not the absolute-

ness of "laws* or things in general, but change, flux and

altering circumstances.

For truth to oe achieved in such a world of discourse, an

individual cannot select a set of homogeneous ooinions or be-

liefs. Since each member of the cluster of beliefs and

theories may contain a partial or half-truth there must be

"communication" between beliefs: the process of inquiry

must allow for the interactions of beliefs and theories.

When the dialectical process is studied, two factors

are most obviously present-viz . f there are two or aiore opin-

ions present and those opinions interact with one another.

Dialectic, grows so to speak out of the social universe and

the conditions found therein. Dialectic refers to a set of

conditions which, when entering into a contextual relation-

ship with each other, clarify existing opinions, alter in-



adequate ideas and evolve new ideas. The chief character! s«

tics of dialectic are as follows:

I.

II.

III.

(1
(2

(3
(1
(2

(3

(4
(5
(6
(1

(2)

the process of generalization and division
the process of question and answer
the process of reformulation
a concern with a common problem
two or more opinions concerning the problem
each participant must honestly five his true
opinion about the problem
the opinion should be clearly defined
there is an interaction of opinions
a new opinion is evolved
a value of truth
a value of conflict

In conclusion, dialectic is seen to be a never-ending

process; with new statements being only temporary terminals

to be one day re-examined when new problems arise.


